ANE TABLE OF THE PRINCIPALL MATERS conteined in this buik, collected and noted be the name of the King, Maker of the Law; Number of the Parliament, and of the Chapter.

A

N E A. B. C. of all Merchande brought within this realme, fould be maid to be the Lords of the Cheke, for the better pay-ment of the Kings Duties. Iames the Sext Parliament, Fif-teenth, chapter, wa hundred and fifteene.

About of Ve reason is discharged, and the clerus and accepters of sik offices, fould be punished. Mar. P. 6.c. 61.


Abrogation of any other of treason, quha is acquit of the committis treason. lam. 6. Parl. 11.cap. 49.

The tyme of the accusser in criminal causis, fould not be hindered. Presse. For the defender fould not be prejudt, vntill he be laudubly tuyd. lam. 6.p. 15. c. 78.

Acts of Adjudication, wherein letters of brouinge or poyn-ning fould be direct, against him, quha is accused of any not for sik suffrers and viduators, as he fould pay to the King and the partie. lam. 6.parliam. 6.c. 78. Caution fould be made be him, quha takis him to his remembrance, for falsity, mife, of theft, before the luffice, vpon that Act of Adjudication, the partie havand entereris, his Act against the cautioner for affitishment to be maid to him. lam. 1.par. 14. c. 75. lam. 5.p. 3. c. 77.

Adjudication may be decided by the King and his Counsel, against Ordinare judges, partie or culpable: And it is left to the King, to take in the decision of the partie cause before him at his pleasure. lam. 3. parlia. 5. cap. 26. All Adjudications fould be performed before the judge Ordinare, and judge Ordinare. The time within the quhilte they fould be ended, that is foure daies, the forme and manner of the deducing of procces and Actiones. lam. 1. Par. 6.cap. 26. Actiones postfourn of molestatation, or cognizance of propirtie and commontyke fould be decid-
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Advocates for the suing full be given the judge and the.ticer of the plea pays his expenses. James 1, par. 2, cap. 45. Advocates full beware the aid de ebonon. James 1, p. 9, cap. 125. A Procutor, nor Advocate, may compete for an excommunication perdon. Jam. 6, par. 3, cap. 45. Advocates full be clad in greene colour, rude Parliament.

And Advocate may not be a counsellor, or assent in Actions of treason Jam. 6, par. 8, cap. 15. Advocates may compete and defend in one perilone accused in Parliament. Jam. 6, p. 11, cap. 38. Or at particular diettes in justice courts. Jam. 6, parlia, 11, cap. 30. Proctors within Burgh, albeit anon exception before the judge, quhilk was propounded of before, for delay of his partie, pays twenty thillinges to the purs. James Sext. Par. 6, p. 91.

Admonition Of causes fra inferior Judges Ordinar, to the Lordes of the Seifson, fulde not be ad- mitted bot for deadlie fees, partialitie of the judge, or the privilege of the members of Seifson. Marie, Parliament seventh Capite, thirtie nine.

Aires of them quha was with KING JAMES the Fourth, at the field of Strathen, quhien King JAMES the Third was slaine, full not be hurte be alienations, maie be their Predecessours. James 4, Par. 1, cap. 6. Ares may remove all dispositions maie be them in their Minoritie, to their hurt and prejudice. James 4, Parliament 4, cap. 51. They may be perfoed for debt, of their Predecessours to quhorne they succeede, after zeirand dayes, following the decease of their Predecessours. James the Fourth: Parliament 6, cap. 76.

They may be forefalled for treason, committed be their Predecessours. James 5, Parliament 6, cap. 69.

They being of perfite age, and charged be the creditors, to enter within fourtie daies, as airc to their Predecessours, and nocht entering, maie be perfoed for their Predecessours debt, and their landes comprised therefore. James 5, parlia, 7, cap. 106. The aires of Cauntioners founde be Nor- tan, ar obtituted, Jam. 6, parlia, 11, cap. 45. The aires of Cauntioners, or pledges for broken men, ar likewise obblitured, albeit anent maie be maie of aires or succesfull. James 6, parlia, 11, cap. 98.

The airc full be fullitned the airc warred and conjunct fear. James 4, parliament 3, cap. 52. Aires of them quha ar slaine or deceas in the Kings armie or hou, rude Hout.

Aire maillie is of perfite age, being of ane and seinte zeires. And aires fence of fourtieze zeires. Mat p. 5, 36.

Aires of the proprietaries of Kirk landes, or annuited rents, annexed to the Crownie, within Bur- rowes, Regalities, and Barronnye, fill enter to their Predecessours, be breaches of the Kingis Chancellarie, Jam. 6, parlia, 11, cap. 30. All dispositions maie in the Kings minoritie of Landsum in his handes, as lait aire, ar revoked. Jam. 6, parlia, 1, 6, 21.


Alienation of the Kings Landes and possesstion may not be maid in the Kings minoritie, without content of the three Effaires. James 5, 2, parliament 1, c. 2. Jam. 6, parlia, 15, cap. 23. His annexed propertie may not be fet bot in few ferme. Jam. 6, parlia, 15, cap. 23.

And nauyable may be dispone by his Regerant or Governer. Jam 1, parlia, 11, cap. 133. Alienation of the Kings Landes and movables, quhilkis pertinace to K. James I, is revoked be K. James 2. Jam. 2, parlia, 15, 2. All Alienations of the Kingis Landes, and reignationes of other landes, maie be King IAMES the Third, fra the second day of September, the yer of God, ane thousand, four hundred, and nineteen zeires, to the time of his decease, ar null, Jam. 4, parlia, 4, cap. 12.

Alienations maie be natural foules, furious and wood-men, fen the time of their folly, or fur- riorie, is null Jam. 3, parlia, 8, 6, 66. The be- ar of landes fulle keep the tacks preceding the alienation maied to him, Jam. 2, parlia, 15, cap. 18.

Alienation maied be ane quha remains rebellion, vn-relaxed, or zet receitein possesion, is null Jam. 6, p. 12, 143. The King may without procife of Lawe, put to his handes to all landes annexed to his Crowne, annabed be him, or his Predecessours, quhilkis ar not lauchfullie dissolved, Jam. 2, parlia, 11, cap. 41. Jam. 5, parliament 6, cap. 85. rude Aministration. Alienations and dispositions maied be him, quha is released fra the Home, and for the same cause paifies againe to the Home, in the time bettie the relaxation, and second Haring, ar null, be way of exception. Mar, parlia, 6, 2, 56.

Alienations and dispositions maie be maied be them quha ar forefalled for the murder of King James the Sext his Father, and twa Regentis, at null, Jam. 6, parlia, 2, cap. 23. Jam. 6, parlia, 5, cap. 65. rude fore-saltour.

All Alienations maied be Burges, quha maied defecion fra the King, ar of none availle. Jam. 6, p. 2, cap. 39. All alienations maied be Burrow of their freedome and privileges without the Kings licence, ar null. Jam. 6, parlia, 15, cap. 112.

Alienation of the Kingis Caftelles, Palaces Parks, meadowes and coalien bendis, ar null. Jam. 6, parlia, 15, 2. 255. The Kings annexed propertie may not be annulled before the dissolution, but after the famin, and conforme to the conditions thereof, Jam. 6, parlia, 15, cap. 256.

The Kingis vastelles may not annalie their landes in prejudice of the King their Superiour. Jam. 6, p. 11, cap. 12. Reduction of alienations, maied in fraud of the creditor, full be decided summatlie, and the perfover fulle configne ane summe, modifie be the Lordes. Jam. 6, parlia, 7, 6, 117. Anew woman divorced for adultery committed betwir, may not annalie their landes nor possesstion, in possession of her lauchfull aires. Jam. 6, parlia, 12, 1, 117.

Alienations, pensions, discharges of the third of benefits, Jam. 6, p. 12, cap. 121. Alienations maied be forealned perfoved, ar null, quhilkis ar not confirmed be the King, or authorized be decreet
man fould be chosen be eunill. Jam. 6. p. 4. c. 4.

Architecture is commanded to be vied. Jam. 1. Par. 1. c. 18. lam. 2. Par. 14. c. 65. Jam. 4. Par. 5. c. 12.

Armour preferring to ilk man, conforme to his eftait. Jam. 2. P. 13. c. 57. Jam. 3. P. 6. c. 44. Jam. 3. Pa. 11. c. 85. Lam. 3. Par. 6. c. 57. 88. Hag. buttes and art
tailorise, fulde be provided and broucht home bee Merchandize. Jam. 5. P. 7. c. 64. c. 94.

Arrestance may be Crowners, maye be broken be withilfe Jam. 3. P. 7. c. 52. The form of arrei
making matterfull men, maye be the Crowners. Jam. 3. P. 4. c. 99. And of them quba at neede di
fenzciable for the vn-law. Jam. 3. Par. 2. c. 5. Breake of arrestance, at punnesh he eche of thier
lie, and the paine thereof Jam. 6. Par. 7. c. 117. Lande-lords fould arret thouues, riues, and me
land therefore, committed crimes within their lands, or passing throu their boundes. Jam. 6. Par. 11. c.
93. Arresting of fugitives fra the justice aire, Jam. 5. P. 4. c. 113. An arrestment may be the Crow
ner, Jam. 1. P. 13. c. 159.

Affractions. Vide Tacken.

Affractions fould aware that they have not taken, nor fall
not take mede or butted. Lam. 1. P. 11. c. 158. He quha gives vp dietay, upon another, may not
be upon his allische. Jam. 1. P. 4. c. 59. Affractions cumbitt fulwise or ignorant errou in civil caufes,
may be perfewed, and their determination re
duced, and they punished. Jam. 3. P. 6. c. 47. Whil
full errou of affractions in criminal caufes, may be tryed be the contention of their fault, or be ane
great allische. Ia. 3. P. 8. c. 65. Affractions upon the brieve of inquiet, may be summoned upon any
short time, or at the Barre. Jam. 4. P. 6. cap. 94.
Affractions in criminal caufes, fould be summoned to
the number of fourue fuse, and na man. Jam. 6.
P. 6. c. 76. Jam. 6. P. 11. c. 85. Affractions in the
caufe of Perambulacion, Jam. 6. P. 6. c. 79. All reco
figurations & cencpitions of property & commo
tile, fould be decided be ane affraction. Jam. 6. P. 11. c.
126. In justice courtes, Affractions fould be al called, & the afflices amerciat & vn-lawed. Jam. 6. P. 11. c. 76. And their
vn-lawes without onie composition, fulde be taken vp. The Thelinaur. Jam. 6. P. 12. c. 126. In justice aires, the Affractions not compet
and, pays the vn-law of fourue punds. Ia. 6. P. 11. c.
8. The acculation, testamment & infrunc
tion of the crime, fulde be deduced before the Aff
88. I An affraction doubting, full seek resolution there
of in judgement. The haill Affracy may be includ

Affraction, during the time thereof, the friend of the
person affraught, cumbitt and blather, or doing in
jury, fulde be punnished. James the Firit, Parliament.
6. Capit. 97. Scoftte-men being
Affraught with English-men, and receiving damage
and skait fra Scoftte-men vn-affraught, he
action therefore competent to them.

Maries, Parliament 5. Capit. 13. Anc Scoftte-
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B. Apsquame (ane Cardinal sent from Rome in this Realme) his taxation of Benefices. Lam. 3.p.6.c.43.

B. Bisile of fire full be maid in the Boudoires, in time of wearlam.2.p.5.c.42.

Bandes amongst the Lieges of this Realme is forbidden, Lam. 1.p.5.c.9.

Bordes given be loll men to thieues; for entring againe to them, at unlaw ful. Lam. 6.p.1.c.21.

Bartett, vide Vagaboundes, vide Sorceres.

Barronnes in their Barronness, full let ane price upon ilk warkmanship. Lam. 3. Pat. 7.c.102.

Baronnes in their Barronness, ful furth the whole. Lam. 1.p.7.c.64.

Barronnes in the North and West, ful have Gallavaces. Lam. 1.p.9.c.126.

Barronnes in their domains, and causeth her husbands law Quhhat, Peafe and Beanes, Lam. 1.p.14.c.82.

Baronnes being infrf with fik freedomes, may punish flauchet committed within their Barronnesses. Lam. 1.p.6.c.91.

Barronnes by their Commissioners, he is voite in Parliament and general Councilles. Lam. 1.p.7.c.101 Lam. 4.p.6.c.78 Lam. 6.p.11.c.113 Lam. 6.p.15.c.72.

Baronnes and thier I aced men may echeit all Nolte, Schiepe, and thet guides found in within their Forefikes. Lam. 4.p.4.c.31.

Vition of Barronnes, maid in the Kings minerite, at revealed, quhill is extedent to creation of Barromes, within the Kings annexed property. Lam. 6.p.15.c.51.

Barronnet, vide Benefices. Barronnet is committed bet Clerkes pasand forth of the Realme, to purchase benefites without licence of the Chancellor. Lam. 5.p.5.c.262.

The paine of Barratric is perscription, banishment, and never to bruke benefite, nor office, nor dignitie within the Realme. Lam. 6.p.1.c.2.

The Sonnes of Noble men and others, pasand to schiles, without the Kings licence, commit Barratric. Lam. 6.p.6.c.71.

The Temporal lands of all Benefices, are annexed to the Crowne, albeit the poffessour was con vict of Barratric and restored. Lam. 6.p.11.c.29.

Disposition of lands, cum in the Kings hands, be realned of bafardrie at revealed. Lam. 6.p.11.c.31.

Beggars; of their age, paine, and make lam. 1.p.3.c.55 lam. 1.p.3.c.55. Quhat people full be suffered to beg, and the vs ofjudges quha sufficient Beggars contrair the Law. Lam. 4.p.6.c.70.

They fild Beggie within the Paarch, within the quhill they ar borne. And beare the marke therefor. Lam. 5.p.4.c.21.

Diverse ordinances made against Beggars. Lam. 6.p.6.c.74, Lam. 6.p.10.c.16, Lam. 6.p.12.c.147, Lam. 6, parliament 15, cap. 268.

Befyf and Mutton full come to the mercat with hode, skin, and the beare. Lam. 5.p. cap. 85.

Bees, Hives and steallers thereof. Lam. 6.par.6.cap.4. Vide Dintay.

Benes/Peac/and Quheate, fud be lawen, James 2.p.14.c.80.

Benefices full not be purchased at Rome, and all taxation thereof is forbidden, quhill is disconform to the taxation of Eagemount. Lam. 3.p.6.c.41.

Lam. 4.p.6.c.73 Lam. 6.p.5.c.51 Lam. 4.p.6.c.73.

Commandes and pensions of benefices ar forbidden, Lam. 3.p.6.c.4.

Englishmen full not bruke benefices within this Realme: lam: 3.p.11.c.77.

The prefentation of benefices, perteyn herein the King. Vide vacantes. Lam. 3.par.11 c.84 & 85: lam. 4.par.1.c.6 That an man break the privileges granted thefe feges of Rome: Lam. 3.p.7.c.69.

Benefices and pensions given be the Queen, ar ratified. Lam. 6.par.1.c.26.


Benefices of them quha ar in flaine in the Kings Hoist or armie, vide Hoist.

Thriddes of benefices, vide Thriddes vide Ministers.

Regifications of Prelacies, maid with refervacion of the life rent of the the refignant, is null. Prelacies cannot bee dif-
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- **dispensed, bot be dimission, deceafe, or forfeathour:** [Lam. 6. p. 9, c. 1. Lam. 6. p. 4, c. 18-22. Lam. 6. p. 4, c. 274.]
- **Petitions of visages, and perilous, being not depriued, the benefits, vain.** And the Patronile fund present is withers within fences. Moneslam. 6. p. 12, c. 115. All men provided to benefices, full finde. Caution to the Clerk of the Register, that they fall leave at their decease, the benefits, as to god as it was the time of their admission. Lam. 6. p. 10, c. 11. The two part of the benefice vallkand, pertainis to the King. Lam. 6. p. 15, c. 242. The first frutes, fifth pennisel of benefices, Monks portiones Lam. 6. p. 3, c. 137. Lam. 6. p. 12, c. 126. The rentall of all Benefices, Hopitalles, Maistere-digus, full be given vp to the Kings Commissioners. Lam. 6. p. 12, c. 131. Benefices of Cure, of lack patronage, dispensed to Ministers, pays na Third lam. 6. p. 12, c. 138. All dispositiones of the Temporallize of benefices vallkand, given be the King, the rey of God, and the thousand, fine hundred, anechie seven zeires, as null and invalide Lam. 6. p. 14, c. 207. Beneficed profes full not be one fewes, tacks, provisions, or one other dispositiones, change the virtuall of their benefices in silver Lam. 6. par. 10, c. 11. Bishopprikes full be given to Minillers, and none vthers. Lam. 6. p. 12, c. 313.

- **Bawmeck and Roxburgh, full receive na support of virtuall, or other supplye, vnder the paige of tion, lam. 2. p. 12, c. 52.**
- **Bifftes and other foules of riefe, full be destroied: vidle foules of riefe.**
- **Bibles and Balse bukes, full be had be all boushalders. Lam. 6. p. 6, c. 72.**
- **Black Cockes full not be plaine, vidle wilde Fowlis. Black-Mail full nocht be payed to thieves. Lam. 6. par. 1, c. 28.**
- **Ditry full be taken upon payesc and vy-takers of black mail, lam. 6. par. 11, c. 122.**
- **Blanck-forme, and all dispositiones, maid be th role, in his minones, annones albe of landes, halen of before be warid and releue, at freslosed. Lam. 6. par. 11, c. 31.**
- **Bell, division and quantify thereof. Lam. 1. p. 42, c. 50.**
- **Burg or Cautione to be founde in Court: The partie finder thereof, fall haue licencio advise withal. Lam. 1. p. 9, c. 113. He giba recounters ane borrh, and therafter returnis nocht to the pronction of the decrete, tints the action. Lam. 1. p. 9, c. 117.**
- **Bawking, instinfutes, containis and special meats and matches, vidle instinfutes.**

**Bread may be fulld is all the Kings lies in Edinburglypon three mercat daies. Lam. 5. p. 7, c. 121.**

- **Baken bread may be carried to the Ha, be the inhabittans of the Burrowes of the the Weel Set. Lam. 9. p. 4.**

**Briefe of qure full bee proclaimed upon fifteene daies Lam. 1. p. 9, c. 127.**

Before this winster, and the indentation thereof leazed, with the name of the execute. James the Fourth

**p. 6, c. 94.**

Exceptions contrain the said briefe and. Within quhat places the said briefe fulde be intoduced. Lam. 6. par. 11, c. 60. The subfiantall parts and faultes of briefes. Lam. 1. p. 9, c. 111. Briefes and other letters full keep the forme of the Chancellor. Lam. 4. p. 3, cap. 24. They fulde not be eyden upon ait Hill quhair there is na confluence of people, but at mercat croces, in time of mercat, before the officiares of the Towne. Lam. 4. p. 6, c. 94. Briefe of Tutone, raiied at the instance of the nearest agnat, of the age of twenty five zeires. Lam. 3. p. 7, c. 51. Briefe of Idorice, or funnufie, full containe ane declaracion of the nullite of all things done be the foule, or furius peron, fra the beginning of his furie or follie. Lam. 3. p. 8, c. 66. Briefes pleadable Lam. 3. p. 6, c. 41.**

**Broome full he Iaver Lam. 2. p. 14, c. 81. Broome fulde not be ranged, without consent of the awer. Mar. p. 6, c. 51.**

**Buillik, vide Religion. vide famous Libelles: Buikes of responde. vide reliefe. Letters fulde be direct against all scheriffes, upon the buikes of responde. Lam. 6. p. 11, c. 73.**

**Buillion fulde bee brocht hame be Merchandes, and they fulde finde caution to that effect to Cuflomers, and Clerkes of Coquette. Lam. 1. p. 13, cap. 143 lam. 3. p. 7, c. 107 lam. 6. p. 7, c. 107. And falsifying the treachery, they fall pain and vn-law to the King: Lam. 3. par. 7, c. 50 Lam. 3. p. 8, c. 64 Lam. 3. p. 11, c. 69. Lam. 4. par. 1, c. 2 Lam. 6. p. 12, c. 249. Buillion fulde not be carried forth of the Realme.**

**Burtral of the dead folkes fulde be confrance to the theore, to be preserved be the secret council. Mar. p. 9, c. 76.**

**Burrgesses fulde not be maid without consent of the great Council of the Burgh.**

**Burrow mailes pertainis to the King, lam. 1. p. 1, c. 8.**

- **Priviledges of Burrowes ar confirmed. Lam. 4. p. 6, c. 84.1, 6. p. 1, c. 62, 6. p. 5, c. 64. And letters fulde be direct thereatun, without calling of the partie. Mar. p. 6, c. 50. Mar. p. 9, c. 56.**

- **The common gud of Burrowes fulde be spended upon the commoun profitt, and necessarie affaires of the Towne. And may not be set hot for three zeires allaneel Lam. 4, p. 3, c. 56 Lam. 6, par. 13, cap. 15.**

- **Commissioners of Burrowes may convene rogister. Lam. 3. p. 14, c. 111. And falsifying, to do the famin, pays twenty pounds. Lam. 6, par. 7, c. 119. Taxation of Burrowes fulde not be altered. Lam. 6, p. 11, c. 111. Na free Burgh may fell their Freedom, without consent of the three Eldites. Lam. 6, p. 11, c. 112.**

- **Burgesses releped fra the justice ait, full tholl ane Afitile of their nighbours, before the justice, sitand in the principal burgh of the royle.**

- **Convention within Burgh is discharged, except it be maid at the command of the officers. Lam. 4, p. 23, Capi. 49.**

**Mar. p. 9, c. 83.**
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Caution for the damage that one person and sufferer be their falsehood, slowness, or unwilling doing, and that they fall have anchors to secure the man, as, Jan. 6, par. 3, cap. 28, and so, Jan. 6, par. 11, cap. 2. And for the overburden of their unjust actions, Jan. 6, par. 12, cap. 32. Caution, that be found, be observed of Commissions in criminal causes that they fall do diligence, conforme thereto. James the first, parliament 11, cap. 75, And that they produce the process, and pay to the King his part of the commodities, conforme to the Commission. Jan. 6, par. 12, cap. 126. Caution, that be found be Bourdouers and Hiclandes men, that their pleads entred be them to the Council, fall keep ward until they be relieved, Jan. 6, par. 11, cap. 94. The aires of the Cautioners for pleads or broken men, as old friended. Suppose now special mention be made of them. Jan. 6, par. 11, cap. 98, Payers and receivers of black mail, sold be found to receive and abet them the aforesaid. Jan. 6, par. 11, cap. 102. Caution, that be found be the Thefaurur for his relief, that the donators of the effect, false recompense in gudes and gend to the creditor, Jan. 6, par. 12, cap. 145. Forrethery and Registrars sold be found Caution to abet them in temporal cunning. Jan. 6, par. 12, cap. 145. Caution sold be found be flappers of the palfages, and Histreeters of Burrowes, Jan. 6, par. 1 cap. 136. Conjoint-feares, life-renters, and donators, for waste lands, sold be Caution, that the conjoint-feare, life rent, and ward lands, fall not be wasted or destroyed, Jan. 4, par. 3, cap. 25, Jan. 1, par. 4, cap. 14. Caution sold be taken of broken men within Castelles, for quenellate of the Cautioner, Jan. 2, par. 1, cap. 3. Committers of slauhert or mutulation sold be Caution to vade them the Law vade Slauchter, Raillers of fire, and raufturers of weemen, sold be Caution. Jan. 5, par. 7, c. 118. Caution sold be found in all improbations, Mar. 7, c. 162. When the Thefaurur charges for liquird paines and unlawful, as suspenion sold be granted but upon Caution, daveland upon the impunities of the Realine. Jan. 6, par. 12, cap. 126. The Thefaurur sold receive Caution fra al perones nominate to benefices, for payment of the first fruits. Jan. 6, par. 13, cap. 17. Caution sold be found be the merchants, for payment of the import of wine to the King. Jan. 6, par. 13, cap. 25. In all actions of ejectment, as alfo in actions of removeing, Caution sold be found for violent profit[s]. Jan. 6, par. 14, c. 272. Caution sold be found be the hurterours, to the conjoint-feares, and life-renters, for the nuisances of slauhert and decayed tenements within Burgh. Jan. 6, par. 14, c. 226. All Landlords and Baillies sold be found to suffer that their men fall be answerable to the justices. &c. Vnworthy of the Caution sold be found to vade them the Maister. Jan. 6, par. 14, c. 227. The owners of letters of this house, in Burghes or Suburbs, sold be not answerable to the their justices, to quihom they set without, Jan. 6, par. 14, c. 227. Ane makend ellinzie or excuse for any other in Courf, sold be found, and Caution, for probation of the said ellinzie:
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The inhabitants of the Isles and Hielandes fulde finde caution for good couerl. lam. 6. Par. 1. chap. 262.

He quha before the justice takis him to his remission, fulde finde caution for affittment to be maid to the partiz: vide act of adjournal: Earles, Lords, and Free-halders, fulde finde caution for not flaying of read flesh, Smotes, frie, and salomond. lam. 6. p. 15. c. 261.

Compe in Gallaway and Carrick fuld not be taken. lam. 4. P. 2. c. 13.

Chalmer-lane in his airc, full inquire anent beggers. lam. 1. Par. 2. c. 42. And carriers aware of money vni-clothed. lam. 1. P. 6. c. 49. Her fuld execute the Aces maid anent weapon-shaving. lam. 1. P. 6. c. 66. He may give license to lack perones, to passe forth of the Realm. lam. 1. P. 6. c. 84. He full challenge the Scargant within Burgh, not havand his wand. lam. 1. P. 6. c. 99 He fuld pursuiv officiers with in Burgh, negligent anent the fees and prices of ilk craft. lam. 1. Par. 7. c. 102 He fuld pursuiv officiers or magistrates within Burgh, not keipand the Law, maid anent beggers. lam. 1. Par. 7. c. 103 He full execute the aces maid anent mettis and meates. lam. 3. Par. 4. c. 22. lam. 4. Par. 3. c. 29. lam. 6. Par. 6. c. 26. He full tak inquisitioun how the comunon guid of the Burgh is spendit. lam. 4. P. 3. c. 36 He fuld ride throw the countrie, in ane competent and fuele number. lam. 2. Par. 6. c. 21. Chalmer-lane aires fulde be halden anis in the zeir lam. 1. Par. 1. cap. 103. Heretagram. Chalmerlaines of the Kings rents, at dischargd. lam. 6. Par. 15. c. 23.

Chancellour fuld reforme Hospitalles. lam. 1. parlam. 2. c. 27. vide Hospitall. He may gyue licence to Clerkis, to passe looth of the Realm. lam. 1. P. 6. c. 84. lam. 4. P. 3. c. 35. The forme of the Chancellour, fuld not be alterit. lam. 4. Par. 3. c. 24. Na notorie or informallit, contrai the said forme, fuld be viced lam. 10. Par. 10. c. 13.

Chaber partie is necellary toall Schippe, and the speciell povayes thereof. lam. 3. parliament. second. c. 14.

Clad mollis. That is ane teipis or fufferit, fudainly done. lam. 1. Par. 6. c. 95. lam. 3. Par. 5. c. 5. vide fore thought-fellow. vide Ghyrth.

Clath fuld not be bocht and fuld be Litifars. lam. 2. Par. 14. c. 67. Clath fuld be seald in ilk burgh, be ane appoynd to that effca, Clath fuld nocht be drenan, fillled, carded, cedith, or called. lam. 5. P. 7. c. 12. Woolen Clath fuld be mette bethe the rig lam. 3. Par. 1. cap. 31. Ane douzen of Clath contain twelvew claes. James 6. Parliament. 7. cap. 18.


Cloche fuld not be transported forth of the Realme. lam. 6. Par. 4. c. 59.

Checker Compt fuld be maid of the Kings proprietie and caflaghith. lam. 5. Par. 7. c. 69. In the Chalmer-lane full make compt of the turbulence of gold and silver. lam. 1. Par. 5. c. 49. The aßay of gold and silver cuindz, fuld be examine zeily in the Checker, and compt full be maid of all mony cuindz, allwew anent the quantiti, as huddle thereof lam. 2. P. 15. c. 59. lam. 4. Par. 1. c. 2.

Compe of the bulleion fuld be maid in the Check-er. lam. 4. P. 2. c. 14. lam. 4. P. 5. c. 53. All failings given upon precepts of the Chancellor, fuld be brocht zeilie to the Checker. lam. 4. parliament. men. 6. c. 59. And all other failings, at the leaf the protocoles therof. lam. 5. P. 6. c. 79. Ma p. 6. c. 47. lam. 11. P. 1. c. 64. Vide failings. The Thatair fuld inquire in the Checker at the Schireff, and all other judges, makand their compt, anent the caution, quliky warldaires & life enlarges fullde find to the minoris and aires. lam. 5. P. 4. c. 14. Compe of the common good of all Burges fuld be maid zeilie in the Checker. lam. 5. P. 4. c. 25. And ilk-like of the thredises of benefices. lam. 6. P. 1. c. 10. The Checker fuld begin zeilie the first day of Iuli. The vnlaw of not competance is fourtie pund, and perones nocht compairand, may be penytd, or denounced rebelles, at the mercat croce of Edinburgh. Of causes quliky fuld be treated in the Checker. lam. 6. p. 11. c. 65. In compt maid in the Checker, na thing fuld be allowed, periodico comptum non est: A preceptor or dischurge of the proper tit, quilkith not dinescribbed to be the Compot, fuld be accepted or allowed. lam. 6. P. 11. c. 77, and 67. In the Checker, compt fuld be maid of all reliefe, conforme to the sustit vauld. lam. 6. P. 1. c. 73. And of all echettes taken vp be the Schireff, la. 6. P. 11. c. 74. lam. 6. P. 12. c. 12. In the Checker, inferior compt fuld be firth boarde. lam. 6. par. 11. c. 78. All Schireffes and other fulde finde caution in Edinburgh, to make compt zeilie in the Checker, lam. 6. P. 11. c. 80. lam. 6. P. 14. c. 70. lam. 6. par. 12. c. 124. vide Caution: The Thatair fuld make compt in the Checker, of the vn-lawes, and amendencies of justiciary aires, and of the expenes maid therein. lam. 6. P. 11. c. 81. Compt fuld be maid in the Checker of the half of all movables, whilk had beene, pertaining to vn-free men, vying merchandis: lam. 6. P. 12. c. 152.


Clame, any one of the clane may be punifit for the fault comitted be any othir of the lamen clame, vide Thief.

Clachanes ar forbidden, and all Lords, Prelates, Great Barrones, and Landed Gentle men, are dischargd to braid thirselfes in dianances, burghes or ale-housies, lam. 6. P. 7. c. 116.


Clerkis of the Coquet: Vide Cultoners: Vide Search-ours.
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John. 195, 1. 12, 26.

Commissioners of Edinburgh, are judges competent to all decisions depending upon the right of beneficiaries. Lam. 6, p. 11, c. 28.

Commons of Burrowes, sold for specified for common profit & necessary things of the Burgh, lam. 4, p. 12, c. 36. The common good of Burrowes, sold for compulsion in the Checke. Lam. 7, p. 1, c. 25. The profite that is given for making of silk Burges, or Gild, sold for ward upon the common works of the town, lam. 4, p. 6, c. 16. Two craftsmen sold for a part of the Audiïtures of the common good, zeale within Burgh. Mar. 6, c. 32. The common good, may not be set, but for three zeales alitane. Lam. 4, p. 12, c. 36.

Commons Kirks, tace, affections, and dispositions thereof, at null lam. 6, p. 12, c. 121. They shall be given be the Patrons, to Ministers of Gods words. Lam. 6, p. 14, c. 106.

Commons millages, and his gates for Burrowes, or cunning to them, and the dyke Burghes to Havers adjacent to them, sold for observation and keeping. Lam. 6, p. 12, c. 136.

Compensation de liquidation ac liquidation, sold be received at any time, before the giving of the decrees. Lam. 6, p. 12, c. 141.

Comptroller for execution of decrees, sold pass upon the debtors lands, his moveable goods being first difficult. Lam. 3, p. 12, c. 36. Lam. 3, p. 12, c. 106. Lands comprised, may be reduced within seven yeres. Vide Redemption.

Comptroller sold subiect to all licences, for transporting of for bound goods lam. 6, p. 12, c. 15. He sold not and were not admit any peradvent or precept for the Kings propriety. Lam. 6, p. 10, c. 17. He subiect himself in his comports with the new laws of the Checke. Lam. 6, p. 12, c. 66. He is the Comptroller, sold for the Chalmechairs, and receivers of the Kings rents, subiect in Edinburgh, to mak comports thereof in the Checke, and payment within twenty das, after the termes. Lam. 6, p. 1, c. 66. Because he sold intrest with the baillant propriety. Lam. 6, p. 1, c. 238. Na percepts or discharge of the propriety, not subiected or allowed be the Comptroller, sold be allowed in the Checke. Lam. 6, p. 1, c. 6. He may set the Kings propriety in few terms, with augmentation of the rental. Lam. 6, p. 1, c. 68. He sold subiected the infallibilities of few terms, and confirmations of the Kings propriety. Lam. 6, p. 12, c. 127. All goods not being impurt be the Comptroller, found pausing in the kings Parokes or Forretis, may be benefitted to the Kings vfe. Lam. 6, p. 12, c. 128. He sold subiected and pass his Register, all infallibilities of the Kings propriety. Lam. 6, p. 12, c. 171. He sold

vode Scathehous. Clerk of the Register sold deliver the extract of all Acts of Parliament, to all Schoolefies, and Commissiouns of Burrowes, to be proclaine to them: Vide Acts. He sold cause print the Acts of Parliament. Lam. 5, p. 7, c. 127. He sold take caution of Kirk-men to leave their benefices at their decease, as good as it was the time of their admission. Lam. 6, p. 10, c. 11. He sold receive the Protocoll of all falsities, and keep the same in Register lam. 6, p. 11, c. 45. Vide falsities. He sold marke the number of the benefices of all buile, quainam the signatours of the Collector, the Thesaurary, or Comprattelane arraigned. Lam. 6, p. 12, c. 153. He sold receive and profess in Parliament all Acts and supplanations, judged to be the presenter thereof, and advise be four of ilk etale. Lam. 6, p. 14, c. 228. He sold mark the Schriele Clerk buiks, receipe the copie thereof, and keep them in the Register. Lam. 6, p. 15, c. 217.

Cognisance and malelations of property and comounts, full be decided before the Schriele. Lam. 6, p. 11, c. 42.

Compt is necessary to all Schibbes, Gilland over the ten. Lam. 6, p. 7, c. 40. Lam. 4, p. 4, c. 41. Lam. 4, p. 11, c. 53. All Comptes must be specilall. Lam. 6, p. 11, c. 105. And all buile to be formallee written. Lam. 6, p. 12, c. 216. All goods not contained in the same, and shall be confiscat. Lam. 4, p. 12, c. 216. And Compt of all Merchandes goods, sold be send home be the Confivator. Lam. 6, p. 15, c. 220.

Cales sold not be transported forth of the Realm. Mar. 5, p. 12, c. 4. Lam. 6, p. 9, c. 53. Lam. 5, p. 15, c. 5. Cales sold be mette be water meres. Lam. 6, p. 12, c. 146. Setting of fire in coale-heath-ches, is treason. Lam. 6, p. 12, c. 146.

Collector of the thrids of benefices, sold make compotics in the checker Vide Checker. He sold charge him in his comptes, conforme to the first allorication of the thrids of benefices. Lam. 6, p. 12, c. 121. He sold make commutation with the thrids of benefices. & settle the inordinate, or any are perfon thereto, fund negligent in perfecting of Papilles, or receipting of them. Lam. 6, p. 12, c. 104. Vide Thrids.

Commissions of Benefices. Vide Benefices.

Commissioners for serving of Breuces, and other caufes, sold be given to the judge Ordinar, and to no other, except he be called to that effect. Lam. 5, p. 6, c. 2. Commissions of julicaturie, sold not be granted, nor for long space, and the obtiner sold finde caution to the King, for his commodiety, contenied in the Commission, lam. 6, p. 12, c. 126. Commissions in criminal cauæs, sold passe the quarter seat. The obtiner thereof, sold finde caution for his complying. Na commission sold be taken. Lam. 6, p. 11, c. 75. Commissioners may be depute the King, in all Schirrefomedones, as in judges departed, constent, and continually vppon taking of Ditty. Lam. 6, p. 11, c. 51.

Commission for punishing of Sorces, beggers, and Vagabondes lam. 6, p. 12, c. 147. Commission given to free Burrowes, to escheate all moveable goods of vn-free men, and merchandises, the one halfe to themselves, and the other halfe to the

King. Lam. 6, p. 12, c. 152.

Commissaries of Edinburgh, are judges competent to all decisions depending upon the right of benefices. Lam. 6, p. 11, c. 28.

Common good of Burrowes, sold be perused, for the common profit & necessary things of the Burgh, lam. 4, p. 12, c. 36. The common good of Burrowes, sold be compoud in the Checke. Lam. 7, p. 1, c. 25. The profit that is given for making of silk Burges, or Gild, sold be wared upon the common works of the town, lam. 4, p. 6, c. 16. Two craftsman sold be a parte of the Auditors of the common good, zealke within Burgh. Mar. 6, c. 32. The common good, may not be set, but for three zeales alitane. Lam. 4, p. 12, c. 36.

Commons Kirkes, tace, affectionations, and dispositions thereof, at null lam. 6, p. 12, c. 121. They shall be given be the Patrons, to Ministers of Gods words. Lam. 6, p. 14, c. 106.

Commons millages, and his gates for Burrowes, or cunning to them, and a dyke Burghes to Havers adjacent to them, sold be observed and kept. Lam. 6, p. 12, c. 136.

Compensation de liquidation ac liquidation, sold be received at any time, before the giving of the decrees. Lam. 6, p. 12, c. 141.

Comptroller for execution of decrees, sold pass upon the debtors lands, his moveable goods being first diffcult. Lam. 3, p. 12, c. 36. Lam. 3, p. 12, c. 106. Lands comprised, may be reduced within seven yeres. Vide Redemption.

Comptroller sold subject to all licences, for transporting of for bound goods lam. 6, p. 12, c. 15. He sold not and were not admit any peradvent or precept for the Kings propriety. Lam. 6, p. 10, c. 17. He sold charge himself in his comports with the new laws of the Checke. Lam. 6, p. 12, c. 66. The Comptroller sold cause all Chalmechairs, and receivers of the Kings rents, finde caution in Edinburgh, to mak comports thereof in the Checke, and payment within twenty days, after the termes. Lam. 6, p. 11, c. 66. Because he sold intrest with the baillant propriety. Lam. 6, p. 15, c. 238. Na percepts or discharge of the propriety, not subiect or allowed be the Comptroller, sold be allowed in the Checke. Lam. 6, p. 11, c. 6. He may set the Kings propriety in few termes, with augmentation of the rental. Lam. 6, p. 11, c. 68. He sold subject the infallibilities of few termes, and confirmations of the Kings propriety. Lam. 6, p. 12, c. 127. All goods not being impurt be the Comptroller, found pasturing in the kings Parokes or Forretis, may be benefitted to the Kings vfe. Lam. 6, p. 12, c. 128. He sold subject and pass his Register, all infallibilities of the Kings propriety. Lam. 6, p. 12, c. 171. He sold

bau
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hau, conforme to the price maid, the beft and first of all victualls and merchandize brought in by strangers. Iam, 3.p. 14, 6.14.

Confession of the Faith, and the chief heads and articles thereof, Iam, 6.p. 1, 6.4. They quha professeth not the Religion, may not be judge, Procurator, nor member of court I.6.p. 1. c. 6.2. All lawes, contray to the new religion, are abrogated. Iam, 6.p. 1. c. 6. All profanenay, breathing, or any portions of benefices, or Ecclesiastical livings, fould subfife the confession of the faith. Iam, 6. parliam. 3.c. 4.6. & 47. Quha refusis to subfife the faithfull confession, fould be refuse as rebels, and not as faithfull subjects. Iam, 6.p. 3.c. 6.7. Nor fould not bruik the benefit of the Lawes of this Realme. Iam, 6.p. 12.c. 123. All Scholers returning faithfull of vther Counties, fould give Confeffion of their faith, Iam, 6.p. 6.c. 37. 139. It is necessary to have court and a Court, to return to this Realme, fould subfife the religion, within fourtie dais, and fould not come more to the King within seven miles. Iam, 6.p. 3.c. 105.


CONJURE FEAR [continued to the alienation of the conjuntice, and makand never to come in the contrant, fall not be heard to impugne the faid alienation Iam, 5.p. 1.c. 53. Conunac fear or life ten- yer, fould finde caution, that the conjuntice faid landes, fall not be wafted or destroyed. Ia. 4.parlami. 3.c. 21. Iam, 5.p. 4.7.4. Ladies conjuntice, or life tenants, fould furnifh after the quantitie of their living, arbatallie, fik as baghbuttes, for support of the proprietaries. Iam, 5.p. 7.c. 64. Conjuntice-features and life-tenyers within burgh, fould repair & because the deferred tenements within burgh I.6.p. 14.c. 226.

CONVENT WITH FOUR Merchandizes, is judge betwixt merchant and merchant, Scotte-men beyond the sea, Iam, 4.p. 9.c. 81. He fould advertize the King of faide counse, Mar, p, 6.c. 50. He fould receive the aith of Scotte-men dwelving in the Law Counties


And of all perrones refultan to make anith with him Iam, 5.15.c. 257 Cum. sec. He or any procurator in his name fould com hare zeale, Ia. 4.p. 6.c. 82. And fall make compe of his innomation to the Theafurars. Iam, 6.p. 1.5.c. 252.

Counties fould not take disaffire at Faires. Iam, 2.p. 11. c. 60 & 61. Ia. 3.p. 1.c. 3. He may not bear office within Burgh. Iam, 3.p. 5.c. 72.

Concluded: with King James the Fourth, is ordained to remaine, having power of the Seilion. Iam, 4.p. 6.c. 38. Iam, 4.p. 2.c. 13. The Kings councell fould in the first day of fik Moneth, open manner of Bordeours and Hie landes. Ia. 6.parl. 11. cap.52.


Corres willfully cutted or destroied, is punished as theft Ia, 5.p. 11.c. 82, wide Thiefs: And burners thereof punished to the death Iam, 5.p. 7.c. 118.

Court of Guerra is discharged. Iam, 1.p. 8.c. 69.

Wardaine Countes may be continued for three daies. Iam, 3.p. 12.c. 86. Scribe of Court fould be Notar to all instrumentes, taken in judgment and court. Iam, 3.p. 6.c. 81. Courtes, fik as justice aires, Sichell courtes, and all other Spiritual and Territoriall, fould be observed: And all perfenes fould come to them in quiet maner. Iam, 2.p. 4.c. 85. Iam, 3.p. 14.c. 104. Iam, 6.p. 8.c. 40. And the Schirfle fould in time of court, grant Law. Burrous to all cravers thereof. Iam, 5.p. 14.c. 81. It is not necessar to continue Countes, frai daies to day: For they are lauchfull, vntel they are disdored. Iam, 3.p. 5.c. 11.

All free holders that aw fute and preference, fould be present, and quha aw bot fate, may fende futures. Iam, 5.p. 6.cap. 71. Courtes may be set be Temporal Judges, upon fifteen daies, Iam, 5, parliament, 6. cap. 72. Nane may be member of one Court, quha professeth not the Religion Iam, 6.p. 6. cap. 9. All Courtes Civil and Crim- nall, fould be fended at elevene hours, before noone. Iam, the Secar, Parliament, 11.cap. 86.
| Craves, their fees and prices of their warke, full before and prised to be the Magistrates of ilk towne, the Wardane and other, Lam. 1.p.5.c.1.30. The warke not fulfilled be ane, may be chargeable to be ane other Cratfed-man: And na Cratfed-man fullt take main warke on, he may fulfill. Lam. 1.p.5.c.48. So lam. 4.p.4.c.44. Bot the awer of the warke may charge other, to end the launm. Lam. 3.par.7.c.42. Creditores may nott full suit nor vie Merchandise. Lam. 3.p.2.c.12. Lam. 3.p.14.c.1.177. Ane of ilk Craft full be chosen, quha full haue voin in the election of the officiers within burgh. Lam. 3.p.3.c.29. Creditors full nott take Custome frà vther Creditors. Lam. 4.p.4.c.42. They full nott take payment for Halle dueis Lam. 4.p.4.c.43. Cratfed-men full haue na Deacon, bot ane vicitor: Of his election, aith and office. Mar.p.6.c.32. Creditors full nott beare office within Burgh. Bot two of them full be vp on the Counsell. Mar.p.6.c.32. Creditors full nott fullfull be voted within Suburbs, adjacent t' Burrowes Lam. 6.p.12.c.1.145. Creditors full not make Convocation with their Deacons. Lam. 3.p.6.c.85. Creditors have vote of election of officiers within Burgh. Lam. 3.p.5.c.29. Creditors full be convened be Provost and Bailies, and reasonabe prices put upon their warke. Mar. p.5.c.23. Creditores full perfe the executures, and after zeir and daye the heritor or owner, for debt to the creditor or creditores, vide Aires. Creditores quha denis uncintosh his deblour, is prefered to the King, anent the payment of his debt. Mar.p.4.c.7. Lam. 6.p.7.c.117. Lam. 6.p.12.c.1.45. Affiliation, or any other disposition, maid in defraud of Creditores. Lam. 6.p.12.c.1.45. Crowns full arrest allanerlie them, quha ar givin to humane potour. be the justice. Clerke 1.a.11.p.1.c.119. They full nott take the Tenth pennie, fra them that fullt the Burrowes Lam. 3.p.6.c.21. They may nott at their awin land, without concurrence of the Schrieffe, intromet with gudes pertaininge to perfoins convict in the justice airc. Lam. 3.p.14.c.1.02. The Crownfull tholeill an affyle, the last day of the justice airc. Lam. 3.p.14.c.103. He fullt haue vs-schoold warke hoffe, pertinent to all perfoins convict. Lam. 3.p.14.c.1.111. He may arrest fullrent men non diseasible for the vs-law. Lam. 3.p.3.c.63. He may arrest fugitives for crimes, at their dwelling places, and Paroche Kirk Lam. 5.p.4.c.1.50 vide Arrestment. He fullt ride the Contrie, with ane compitent an daise number Lam. 2.p.6.c.21. Crowns and zaires are forbidden in fresh waters, Lam. 1.p.1.c.21. Lam. 3.p.10.c.73. Lam. 5.p.4.c.16. Mar. p.6.c.89. Lam. 5.p.6.c.89. Commission given to divine perfoins, to inquire and take vp dieting, albeit definition of Crowns and zaires, laithcher of read fish, looches and fish of read fish. Lam. 6.p.7.c.1.111. They quha ar ill with Cruises, lines or loopes in fresh waters, and nocht be pre-judged, they kep and the Setterdays flop. Lam. 6.p.7.c.1.111. Crimes may be perfeved at the Kingis infinace alla-terie. Lam. 1.par.136.c.140. Without content or contrain the will of the partie Lam. 6.p.11.c.76. Crimes are punished beth the King in proprie proper, without allsistance of the Baronnies. Lam. 2.p.3.c.6. Malefaicours being justified, none foul seek revenge thereoff, in vindication legit Lam. 2.p.6.c.1.15. Crimes and malefaicours full be repressed. Lam. 3.p.1.g.90. The three Elaines prumfed to punish malefaicours, and affit the King there intil. Lam. 3.p.14.c.98. Some crimes full be first criminalis, wheres first civile disscussed. Lam. 3.p.4.c.63. All crimes, trangetrissions, breaking, and contravening of the lawes, fra the first daye of March, the zeri of God, ane thousand, five hundred, fiftie acht zeirs, to the first day of September, the zeri of God, ane thousand, five hundred, fiftie ane zeir, at pur in Oblivion, reimitted, and dit charged. Mar.p.9.c.67. Landeflordes and Bailies of landes, upond the Bordonis and in the He landes, full finde caution to prefer their men committers of crimes to the justice, to vnderly the Law, and fatisfie the partie. Quhilk skith full be modifed by the an of the partie. Lt. 6.p.11.c.1.93.1.107. All malefaicours full be prefered to be the Landeflordes, to the King or his justife. 1.a.6.p.11.c.1.93. Malefaicours frugitive fra the law, they, their wives & bairnes, may be removed, and put furth bether the Landeflordes, and their houcns burnt Lam. 6.p.11.c.168. He quha tells gudes pertaininge to malefaicours or thieves, ful be punished. Lam. 6.p.11.c.1.061. In all criminal cases, all perfoins comminated in the Tol-bush, with the perfover or defender, abone the number prefered be the athes of Parliament, incontinent fullt be denounced rebels, and their moveables escheeted. 1.6.p.8.c.140. Cura suplemento omnium defellatum: This clause contained in onie infinace, pre-judges not the third partie, bot onelie the supper, grante of the said infinace, lam. 6.12.c.116. Crimen reallocumus, is vidisper are dewte to twa findrie parties, Lam. 6.parla.12.c.1.430. vide Alienation. Cunninges, stealers, or deffoyers thereof: vide Wilde Beasts: vide Dittary: vide Theft. Cunninges gaires full be maid be ilk 1.ord and Laid.1.a.4.p.6.c.74. They fullt nocht be defroyt. Lam. 6.parla.6.c.84. Guinea: vide Money. Curatorius quohom, be quhom, and in quhar manners they fullt be given or dit charged. Mar.p.6.c.3:3: The nearest agrante or kinman of the father, sike, fullt be Curator to fooles, idotes, and infamous perfoins. Lam. 1.p.1.c.18. Carried perfoins full nocht remaine within the Kirk, the time of divine service. Mar. p.5.c.18. The effect of all gudes moveable of curfed perfoins.
pertainis to the King. Mar. p. 4. c. 7. Letters of
caption fult be direct against curi'd perfones. Iam. 
2. p. 6 cap. 12. Iam. 6. par. 3. c. 53. Letters of 
poynding fult be direct against them, quha fys 
vnder the fenence of cutting, abut the space of 
fourtie daites, with letters of foure formes and hor-
ning. Iam. 5. p. 4. c. 8. Iam. 5. p. 8. c. 35. vide Excom-
mination.

Custome ful de be teccute Caution fra Merchandis, for 
in bringing of bullion. Iam. 1. p. 13. c. 43.
They fulde make compt thereof in the Cheker.
Iamces. 3. p. 7. c. 50. Iam. 4. p. 1. c. 2. They fuld 
accute the Proves and Bullies, anent the faille of 
mercandis, contrare the actes of Parliament. Iam. 
5. p. 4. c. 23. They being negligent in their 
office, fulde be deprive, Iam. 4. p. 5. c. 55. They 
fuld search and secoute Customes of English gudes, 
bath to Burgh and land, and echent all ilk 
vncutome gudes. Iam. 6. p. 1. c. 129. They fuld 
search Calfe skinnes, Huddrownes and Kid 
skinnes, and ray the transporting thereof. Iam. 6. 
p. 2. c. 155. Cutomable guids may nowt be 
carried fourth of the Realme, vnder the paine of ba-
nilishment. Iam. 1. p. 7. c. 100. Falle Customes 
committad fraud, or negligent in their offices, 
suld be deprive. Iam. 5. p. 11. c. 6. Custome 
fuld be payed of al waies, and merchandise brocht 
within this Realme. Iam. 6. p. 1. c. 252. They 
fuld compeir zeirte in the Cheker, and make 
faire, of their administration, and being foune 
neglect, ar punisht Iam. 6. p. 12. c. 168. Cu-
stomes pertainis to the King. Iam. p. 1. c. 8.
15. c. 16. Iam. 1. p. 3. c. 49. Of Orfe, Nolt, and 
Scheep, and of herring. Iam. 1. p. 1. c. 21. Of 
Merricks, and other furninge. Iam. 1. p. 1. c. 22. 
Of woollen claith, of Salmond, of English guids, 
Iam. 1. p. 2. c. 40. Iam. 6. p. 2. c. 139. Of drin-
king beare, brocht hame within this Realme, Iam. 
6. p. 13. c. 179. Custome fulde be payed of for-
bidden guids, tranferred without licence, and 
brocht within this Realme. Iam. 6. p. 15. c. 254.
Custome of Salmond, and all fiffes had out of the 
Realme, fulde be payed in all in-devillis within the 
Realme, and thanger. Iam. 1. p. 5. c. 76 Custome 
fuld not be taken be craiff men fra vtheres. Iam. 4. 
p. 4. c. 42. Customes fuld tak na mair Custome, 
nor is permitted to be the Law. Iam. 4. p. 4. c. 46. And 
they fuld make compt in the Cheker, for the in-
bringing of bullion. Iam. 4. p. 5. c. 53. And of the 
echeates of carriers away the Taulion. Ia. 5. p. 7. c. 
123. They fuld tak care for inbringing of bulli-
con. Ia. 6. p. 7. c. 107. They fuld tak inquisition a-
ment both carred away in schimes. for viacting, 
Iam. 6. p. 5. c. 67. They fuld hae ane Roll of all 
cutomable guids. Iam. 6. p. 7. c. 168. They fuld mak 
searcharous, anent carryng away of the Taulion. 
Iam. 5. p. 7. c. 123. They fuld tak inquisition of the 
viacting of the Schippes, paulling to fishing, and 
take Caution for in-bringing of the third part of 
the herring and quite fish, to free Portes of this 
Realme. Iam. 6. p. 1. c. 57. Strangers 
merchands, passand furth of this Realme, fuld pay 
custome, for all merchandise taken or sent to the 
Sea. Ia. 4. p. 4. c. 47. Customes and imposis of nu-
tuall, cornes, and other gudes cumming to met 
caisse, free portes, or heavens, at dischargd and 
forbidden. Na customes fulde be taken without ane 
warrend or title: that is according to the auld 
Law, and Acts of Parliament, or poffession pat 
momeorie of man. Iam. 6. p. 11. c. 54. In de-rated 
of the Kingis Customes, na man may house wooll 
hide, skinnes, in Leith, nor in other places, quith 
the Kingis Burrowes. Iam. 4. p. 6. c. 58. Customes 
fuld tak the aith of merchandises and skippers, pas-
sand furth of this Realme, anent transporting of 
forbidden guids and vtheres, not containit in 
Cockquetter. Ia. 6. p. 15. c. 357.

D

Decreeis and sentences fulde be put to execution bee 
Schirifes and officersi within Burgh, whereas 
they become debreus for the summes containd 
therein, and the parties expens. Ia. 4. p. 3. c. 50. I. 
5. p. 5. 8. For execution of all decreeis, letters 
of herning or poynding, fulde be direct at the defie 
of the partie. Iam. 6. p. 8. c. 139. Subpfenion of decre 
stof necht bee grantit, without offer be maid to 
the partie: And in safe of his refuse, the summe 
containit therein, to be confinid. Ia. 6. p. 8. c. 139. 
In subpfenionis raised against the The faurier, 
tuned upon acquittance, the producer thereof, fall 
make faith upon the veritie of the acquittance. 
Ia. 5. p. 14. c. 290. Decreesis given inter caesae 
within Burgh, fulde be execue be ane simple charge 
upon ten daies. Ia. 6. p. 15. c. 177.

Defender not compeirand, payis the expenses of the 
pardie, and ane vlaw of fourtie shillings to the 
judge. Ia. 4. p. 3. 350. Iam. 2. p. 6. c. 30. In ane hum 
mondes of errour, the Defender fulde be famonned, 
with certification. Ia. 4. p. 5. c. 35. Ane multide 
bearing innocent percieved, the The faurier payis 
ten pounds or mair, and the expenses of the Affile, 
at the defition of the justice, and his Assilous. 
Ia. 5. p. 4. c. 84. The defender rynd the plei, payis 
fourtie shillings to the Lordis. And the expenses 
of the partie. Ia. 3. p. 7. c. 49. And within Burgh, be 
quha byss the plei, payis x x pennies for ilk pound, 
and gif he allegra com exception for delay of his 
pardie, that was prpoved of before, hee payis xx 
shillings to the purs. Ia. 6. p. 6. c. 91. Defender in crimi 
cal causes, fulde hare with him at the Bar,ex of 
his friends alanderle. Mar. 6. p. 4. 41. Quhairin his 
procureuris at comprehended: And gif he com 
peirs with ane greater number, his foverte subtle 
lawed
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lawed, and he decreed to be his fugitive: And the moveable guedes pertenanc'd to him, and the person, super numerarul full be escheeted. 1.6. p. 8. c. 1. 90.

The deender in criminal caus, full not be pre-judged, villain he be lawfullly tried, 1.6. p. 1. c. 1. 90.

The deender full be chaged, if the accusicer or any other informers, tollifull, resorific, disputific, fakelis, or repairers to the affilee, being removed and closed

lam. 6. p. 1. c. 8. 91. Gist the deender plays, hurriss, or

inavids the perlever, in during the dependence of the play, he turns the play, la. 6. p. 8. c. 1. 139. lam. 6. p. 14. c. 1. 249. The deender against quiohom any detecte of

liquidum fundes is obtained, fall paye twelve pounds for ilk pound, and for ilk decretive confeit

and in fact, fall paye true pounds to the Lordes, and the expectes to the parie. lam. 6. p. 11. c. 2. 43.

Discreetion male to the Kings official, in execution of the Kings letters: The Schirefcy delay and refus

and concure with him: The barronies full arriue, affift, and set forward the said official, lam. 6. p. 6. c. 75. Dictoration full be formallly decic'd, and the pain thereof, lam. 6. p. 17. c. 1. 117. lam. 6. p. 12. c. 5. 10. Defenders of the Kings officers may be perjured simile, or criminal, and punishe at the Kings will. lam. 6. p. 12. c. 6. 84. lam. 6. p. 1. c.

150.

Degrees permitted and forbidden in marriage:vide Manque.

Dec. Rae and Dece fleswens, vide Dittay, vide Thief: Na man fulds frail to them, under the paine of death, and effect of all his moveables, Mar. 4. p. c. 90. lam. 4. p. 6. c. 6. 60. lam. 6. p. 15. c. 266.

Death, vide Virtual, vide Cleeching: vide Banquettes.

Dekones of ilk craft chosen to governe and affay all worke, may be the Craufed men lam. 1. p. 2. c. 39.

They have a correction, over the men of the craft but only to try the sufficiency of the worke, and the woorkers, lam. 1. p. 6. c. 77. They ar discharged in all time cunning lam. 1. p. 6. c. 85. And ane Wardene chosen, to examine ilk warkmanship, and set ane price thereupon lam. 1. p. 7. c. 102. They ar discharged for ane time of their office, lam. 4. p. 4. c. 43. And villumes chosen in their places, Mar.

p. 6. c. 526.

Deekones of goldsmithes: vide Goldsmithes. Maltman fulds haistna na

Dekonne lam. 6. p. 1. c. 59. The common good of Burrowes full bepedned, with content of the Dekones of craftes lam. 4. p. 3. c. 56.

Deput: ilk judge full answere for his depute, lam. 3. p. 5. c. 26. Gist the principal judge hav and his office in heritage, is not sufficient to minister justice in proper person, others full be depute in his place. a judge theretofull full haive deputeslam. 1. p. 1. c. 6.

Deputes full be gud, and wife subfiantious men, of well fame, knowled, understanding, and experience, and full be forome zellicike in ilk head count.

lam. 5. p. 5. c. 71. lam. 6. p. 12. c. 144. They full be examined and admitted be the Leedes of Siffion lam. 6. p. 3. c. 124.

Disposution of the Kings propriete, maid in his mino-

ritie is null lam. 6. p. 14. c. 261. Disposution being

maid be once King of his propriete, for letting the

famin in few ferme, his Succesfours may make na

disposition thereof, be resumption of the said disposi-

tion Because all ilk disposiuiones indiris all manner

time of the maker thereof lam. 4. p. 4. c. 90.

Disposuion of the Kings propriete, quhathe

by the maker thereof may let in few serme his pro-


Disposuion of the Temporall of Kirk-


Dittay: All Acts concerning Ditray, full be estrac-

be the justice Cleekes lam. 4. p. 4. c. 43. Ditray

fuld not be revealed, nor altered be the Cleekes.

lam. 2. p. 6. c. 18. Ditray fuld be taken vp be the Kings Commissioners, dispute to that effect, in ilk Schirlefdomine lam. 6. p. 11. c. 81. Givin vp of

Ditray upon any other, full not be upon his affilee. lam. 1. p. 5. c. 50. Ditray fuld be taken upon players of Salmon in forbidden time lam. 1. p. 1. c. 10. lam. 1. p. 2. c. 35 lam. 2. p. 5. c. 9. Upon

fleakers of greene woodes: Of fruite, Cunninges, dows, pellers of trees, breakers of Orchards and destroyers of woodland lam. 1. p. 3. c. 33. And


Vest of wrang

measures lam. 2. p. 4. c. 7. 7. Slayers of read-

fih in forbidden time lam. 2. p. 14. c. 86. Slayers

of Hares in time of Snow, and destroyers of of Cunninges lam. 2. p. 14. c. 59. Carres of mo-


Slayers of Daes, Rae, & Dece, in time of humber, or Snow: Hunters, Hunters, or playere of Dece or Rae, in other manner Parkes. Takers of Cunninges

forth of Cunninggabes, of Deows forthe of Dow-

causes, of full out of poudes or flanks lam. 3. p. 7. c. 60. Keepers of cruves and zaires lam. 3. p. 10. c. 73. lam. 4. p. 26. 151. Ferriers takane over mer-

kle haucht lam. 3. p. 10. c. 74. lam. 5. p. 11. c. 10. Makere of and solders of the blinche beine of Salmon, lam. 3. p. 10. c. 76.

Sowers and marsterfull Beggers lam. 3. p. 10. c. 77. lam. 4. p. 4. c. 21. 8. Takers and intrometters with Kirklandes, tenein, obli-

gations, profits, deities of the Kirk, without tuck or content of the pessin, or other awn, lam. 4. p. 2. c. 7. Ditray fuld be taken wp upon the Schirlef

nocht destroying cruves or zaires, and on Milkes, quha fent creeklikes and nettes in dammes lam. 4. p. 2. c. 15. Takers of Cowpes in Galloway or Car-

rike lam. 4. p. 21. 8. 19. Upon all the lie-

ges, quha being required, affilis nocht the justice in his aires lam. 4. p. 3. c. 29. Upon Burge-

fes made, conviction, without the knowledge of their officers, or maland bands, or ridand in fair of weir, with any man, except the king & their awin officiers, or oppelling their nitchour, , or disbe-

dict to their officiers lam. 4. p. 3. c. 34. Craufedmen takane and cuftome foe other craufed men lam. 4. p. 4. c. 44.

Crausmen takane and Fee for halie day, and begins

and ane warke, and night sucklerand ane ther to
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Customers takand maine custome then is leasum of the Law. Lam. 4 p. 4 c. 46. Viers and commanders of Mure, burnes, &c. Lam. 4 p. 4 c. 46. Viers of false weches and meaures. Lam. 4 p. 4 c. 46. Cowpers quha makis wrang binde and measure of Salmon, Lam. 4 p. 4 c. 32. Stoller of Pykes out of thones, breakers of doweres, orchardes of zaiz, feallers of Hinde, players of paper deare, Raes, Raes bukes, within mennis proper wooddes Lam. 4 p. 4 c. 69. Troublers of Magistrates within Burgh, vand their privilede, Lam. 5 p. 4 c. 26. Vpon all judges and officiers, quha dos not diligence to search and apprehen rebelles Lam. 5 p. 7 c. 49. Vpon wilfull recepters, supplers, mainteners, defenders, and favoures of rebelles. Lam. 5 p. 7 c. 97. Slayers of black fish, Smoltes, cutters of greene woodde. Lam. 6 p. 1 c. 30. Quhair anent special Commision is given, for the prevention of the contraveiners. Lam. 6 parli. c. 111. Vpon Erles, Lords, Baronnes, allweill within Regalie, as Royaltie, and officiers within Burgh, that execure not the Acts, read anear the prices of vitualles, and all stuffe. Lam. 6 p. 1 c. 31. Vpon haillers of hor at hard meste in forbidden time Lam. 6 p. 7 c. 122. Troublers of the Kirk, raisers of tumulte or affray in Kirk or Kirk zaird, the time of the divine service. Lam. 6 p. 11 c. 27. Vpon officiers of armes, quha slits or out or in the names of the perfones summond be them Lam. 6 p. 11 c. 38. Takes vp, and payers of black mailis. Lam. 6 p. 1 c. 102. Vpon Scots Borderers, maried English weemen Borderers Lam. 6 par. 11 c. 104. Slayers of wildes,fowles, or beasts within the Kingis Wooddes, or cutters of Timber, or greene woodde, Jame. 6 parliament c. 14 ca. 210.

Divorcement or dissolution of Marriage. vide Mariage.

Domes falsing and maner thereof. Lam. 7 p. 9 c. 116. Lam. 3 p. 6 c. 411. The iduce, proceife, and time within the quhilk the same full be falsed, Lam. 4 p. 6 c. 95. The wordes of falsing of slopes, and forme thereof Lam. 4 p. 6 c. 99.

Double Alienations & Confirmations. vide Alienation and Confirmation.

Double poyning. vide Peyunding.

Doers. Dowcatter, are deftroyers thereof. vide wilde Beasts vide Dittay, vide Thieft. 6 p. 1 c. 16. 6 p. 6 c. 64 Lam. 6 p. 13 c. 195. Dowcatter full be bigg'd be lik Lord and Laid Lam. 4 parlia. 6 c. 74.

Dunfermoring, and the Landes thereof, vpon the North side of the Water of Forth, is annexed to the Crown. And the famin with the Monkes portions thereof, is disposed to the Queen. 12. 6 p. 13 c. 189, 191.

E.

Edinburgh, the main mercat thereof full be removed off the Hie gate. 1 p. 7 c. 101. Vpon mercat daies of Edinburgh, all the Kingis leges may fall bread and fliibb Lam. 5 p. 7 c. 121, 122.

The Magistrates of Edinburgh, may take mal factures, flayne tumultes, and treble within their Burgh. Lam. 10 p. 11 c. 184. Annual rents lands and others dispioned to Edinburgh. Lam. 6 p. 12 c. 139. All incumbrances and dispositions granted in prudence of the right maid to the Burg of Edinburgh, of their landes, annual rents, tenants, and others dispioned unto them, are annulled and discharged. Lam. 6 p. 13 c. 185. The Proyect, Baulis, and Council of Edinburgh, full cauge the Wode side of Leith wynde Lam. 5 p. 7 c. 102. They full make statuts, anent tuflle, & prices of craifel menis warke, and especiallie of vitualles and Salt. Lam. 5 p. 4 c. 29.

Egiptians. Their divisimul archies full be taken & put in ward be the Schieffes and other judges. Lam. 6, p. 12 c. 124, c. 147.

Electionis, poalize, manegonese in incor دمشق, is rech committed be thaim quha intrometics with the Kingis pretorie, confeirrit to the Acts of Parliament. Lam. 6 p. 14 c. 209. Caution custeld be found in all actions of electionis, for the profites, as in actions of removinge Lam. 6 p. 14 c. 217. For incurred of electionis, vide Prelection.

Eisd full contenbe thefite seven inch. Lam. 1 p. 4 c. 68. vide Meafure.

Election of Kirk landes, and teindes in Temporal Lordshippes are forbidden and annulled Lam. 6 p. 12 c. 219. And specially all Eieschones, grante fan the 29 day of Julii, the zeer of God, ane thou fend, five hundred, aschie feine zeeres Lam. 6 p. 14 c. 195.

Ernes and wher foules of r Vile full be destryed. vide Foules of rite.

Echeiiters fallen in the Kingis bande, the creditor is preferring to him, anent payment of the debtes. Mar. 4 p. 47, Lam. 6 p. 6 c. 75. Lam. 6 p. 1 c. 143. The echieit is null, except the sundere be frie deounced rebel, before the gift thereof. Lam. 6 p. 1 c. 23. Echeiters of rebelles, full be taken vp be the Thetaur to the Kingis. vide Lam. 6 p. 6 c. 75. They full be given to repelle all perfones, quha may frustrate the partie, wher wais the gift is null. Lam. 6 p. 12 c. 145. The echeiters of contravenes of the Acts of Parliament, anent curvus, pater flaying of read fullf, perisons to the King. And within Regalie, the King be rid to the lawe pur thereof. Lam. 6 p. 6 c. 89. All echeiters, for the breaking of arrestements or defonter entere, full contain relevation of the debt, and hand to the creditor. Lam. 6 p. 7 c. 117. The Schieff echeit make compt in the Checket of all echeiters taken vp be him Lam. 6 p. 11 c. 74. Lam. 6 p. 12 c. 124. And fulbe bring and deliver to the King and his Thetaur, the echeit gude and geare of personis convict before the justice. Lam. 5 p. 14 c. 102.

The echeit of hum quha is fuginie fra the lawe in criminal causes, may be taken vp, be resoun of denunciation of homing, maide at the mercarat crose of Edinburgh. Lam. 6 par. 12 c. 126. All Affigations ones maide be onie man being rebel, And all giftes of echieit, assignation or vther right, proceeding there.
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rebell: And all gifts of echeit, affignation or wher
right proceeding therof, maid in favour of the
rebell, and de fraud of the Creditour, ar null, gif
the rebell remaine at the horne, or continuis
in poelleion.iam.6.p.12.c.145. Echeites of
Papites, rebellis, tearing excomunication given
to their barons, or wher conjunct perfones, ar null,
gif the laids rebellis remaines in poelleion.iam.

Exemtion or excusion, fuld not be admitted, except
the proponent thereof haue ane Procuratori to
tathefeck. Exemtion of sinkerfe, fuld be proven
be the Paroch Priest, and two witnesses.iam.1.p.
9.c.114.

Exception lauchfull, fuld be admitted, and
fivolous repelled.iam.1.p.3.c.55. Na exception avails
against the Kings Brieves.iam.1.p.9.c.113.

Relevant exceptiones, contrair the briewe of in-
quitt.iam.4.p.6.c.69. Dilatour exceptiones fuld
be proposed at two times.iam.1.p.5.c.67.

Exceptions being admitted to probation the Lords
may declare the maner of probation thereof. Mar.
p.7.c.63. The parte or Procuratori, propound
exceptiones, proponed of before, fall pay twentie
threllas,iam.6.p.6.c.91. Excepciones dilatour
fuld not be admitted, contrair the summouns of
recent fpu:lue, lauchfull in dolor.iam.4.p.6.c.
65. Exceptions pr:poned against widowe, feik-
ing ane reasonable terce, bearing that they were
not lauchfull twis to the defunct, flippis or not
the brieue,iam.4.p.6.c.77.

Excomunication fuld be pronounced against obfilrjat
Papites, and thers refud to communicate with the
Sacramentes, and all Apollites.iam.6.p.3.cap.
45. Excommunicat perfones may be denounced
rebellis, and leters of Capion and vther exe-
cutionis direct against them,iam.6.p.3.c.53.

iam.2.p.6.c.12.la.5.p.4.c.3. Excomunication per-
fones entring in the Kirk, may be put in prifon, un-
till they fain the Kirk.iam.6.p.11.c.27. The ef-
chef of Rebeles, and excomunication perfones gi-
ten to conjunct perfones, is null, gif the rebell
remaines in poelleion.iam.6.parla.14.ca.197.

de Cursing.

Excution fuld be rcpuffles to thecreditor, within
zer and day, and fuld make the compit at the end of
the zer, and finde caution to the air, that the
free gudes refild atter the compit, falsfe fourth
cummand to him, for reliefe of his heritage.ia.
4.p.6.c.75. Qhen ony minor dies in-offitall, that
may not make testamen, his gudes fuld be given to
the nearest of his kin.iam.3.p.7.c.120.

Expenses of procese fuld be payd by quha tins
the plisy.iam.5.p.7.c.110.la.5.p.11.c.43. And
the faise expenses fuld be contenied in the principal
decreese. Mar. P. 6.c.64. The defender summons,
and not conpeirand, pays the expenses to the par-
tie, and an ean law of fourie threllas to the
judge.iam.4.p.3.c.39. Quhilk paines is likewise
invoyed to the perfever, quha compiris not to per-
lew.iam.4.p.3.c.35. The timer of the plisy
within Burgh, pays twelve penis for ilk pound:
iam.6.p.6.c.91. Xpenses of him quha is accused
and clenged before the justice, may he modified be

due the judge and his deputes.iam.6.P.11.c.87.
The expenses of plisy fuld be moified be all judi-
gis, in favour of the defendor abdolved, to be pay-
ed the perfever.iam.6.p.12.c.142. The ex-
penes of the Lordes of Seffion, in the time of king
James the Firth, was payed be the parties fomma
fulfaute, or of their vnlawes, or vtherwise, as plea-
sin the King.iam.3.p.6.c.65.
The Schirefle paynding, conforme be ane decreet ;
fuld haue twelve penis for ilk pound,iam.4.p.6.c.66.
The expenses of price of process, extractted and de-
levered to the partie, is four penis for ilk acte
iam.4.p.6.c.67. Expenses of the officiates,
clerkis, and vthers in justice courtes, fuld be taken
vp of the rediety of the echeites, and vnlawes
theref.iam.6.P.145.c.22.

Excor bairn ony (quhilk is surn) and aurld (quhilk is
tempece peaci) of lands, fuld be contenied in the
retour. Sde Return: The new extant to the quhilk
the Kings properties retourned, or may be retou-
red, is the juft awail or rentall, for the quhilk the
lands may bee set in few ferne. iam.6.par.9.
Cap.6.

F

Faire, diversfuld not be take:n be Schirefles or Con-
stants in Faires.ia.12.p.13.c.60.c.61 13.p.5.c.33.
Faire fuld not be helden vpon Halice-dyes iam.1.
p.5.c.34. Faires or mercastes fuld not be helden,
vpone Halice-dyes,within Kirk or Kirk-
c.122.iam.6.par.13.cap.159
Beff:and Murtun fuld bee broch to the mercat,
withakinne and birne. Mar.9.par.15.

Ane mercat day granted to the Burgh of Abderene
iam.6.P.15.c.85.

Falle Affliours are punifhed be reduktion of the retours,
and punishment of them in their gudes and bod-
dies.iam.1.p.6.c.47. Falles money, or
money of evill fluffe, fuld be diped be the offi-
The reward of re-
vealer of false cuirisie.iam.9.par.27.
Falle instruments makes thereof, or counsellors
of them be to be maid, or vfers of the famin writ-
ing lie fuld be punifhed:James the Firth. Parliament 6.
Cap.80.

Falle Notes, and vfers of falle instruments wit-
tingle, fuld be punifhed, iam.4.p.6.c.64.iam.
5.p.6, Cap.82.
Falles and fakers, fallers, fencers, corruptors, and
fal-
fifiers of instraments, or ony writ or evidant Mar.
Cap.44.

Falle whiche and meacatures. James 4.Parliament
4.Cap.47.
Falles withe, and all quha induc onie man to
beare falle witneffing, fuld bee punifhed.iam.
Cap.48.
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Phil. may be said in Edinburgh, be all the Kings lies 
veto been eaten in Lenten, and viter forbid 
den times, under the paine of death of all gudes 
And no licence fild be granted without composition, 
In Shrippes, under the colour of virtuall. Jan. 6. 
p.5.c.67.
For feithei gudes, fikas Innen claih, Linged feele, 
mast Candell, talloune, eating butter, sheefe, Bar- 
ked hide. Maid Schoene, fild not be transported 
for transporting of forbidden gudes, not fubmited 
be the Comproller, is null. Jan. 6.p.1.c.15. Al 
fik licences, fild be submited be the Theifaurar, 
regiftred in his books, and therewith he fild charge 
granted, or to be granted, anent transporting of 
woolf, noft, and Schappe in England, is discharge, 
Theifaurar faile cause the Athes main anent 
forbidden gudes, be to put to execution. Jam. 6.p. 
c.9. Forbidden gudes, transported with the 
King's licence, fild pay Cuiteine. Jam. 6.p.15.c. 
354.

Forefaullor of the Earledome of March Jam. 1.p. 
c.135. Alterations made all periles 
foretailed, for the murder of the Kings Father, 
and two Regentene, are null. Jan. 6. 
p.2.c.36. The superior being foretailed, 
Thevaill being obedient, fall nor is the tenants 
darle Jam. 6.p.2.c.37. 
Quilkil is annull 
discharge Jam. 6.p.14.c.207. All

Fifth hould have certaine measure and binde. Jam. 5. 
P.7.c.5. Jan. 6.p.4.c.57. Fifth hould not bee 
bought bee strangors, but bought and barretted. 
Jam. 4. p.1.c.3. Fifth hould not be bought nor fould in 
mercurial, quhilin eleven hours quhilin firds 
earned foorth of the Realme. Jam. 5.p.7.c.58. 
Fifth stealer: vilde Thieff. Fifthis in Loch-Fin, 
and other lyes in the North, fulde pay na Cuiteine 
to the inhabitanes dwelland thereby. Mar. p.6.c. 
54. Jam. 6. p.15.c.5. Quifil Fifth hould be brought to the Free 
At the least the third parte thereof. Jam. 6.p.11.c. 
57. Fifth hould not be saifed to strangors, or un- 
free men Jam. 6.p.8.c.141. Nor to na Englissh 
men. Jam. 5.p.4.c.5. 19. Fifth hould not be taken 
out of other man's manne flanckes, without their licent, 
Vilde Dintay. Vilde Thieff.

Tiles, measure, or quantite thereof. Jam. 1.p.c.6.70. 

Firste ises fruutes of benefices: Vilde Minifiters: Vilde 
Patrons.

Flanckes, Merchandis fild fall hereto, but twixe in the 
zer: Vilde Schippes. Scoffed men dwelmann in the 
Law Coutries, fild make thei aith of obedience 
to the King, before the Confederatours, and 
ike anne of them for his entrefte, fild paye to the 
King ten pounds Flemis. Un-free men fild not 
fall to the Law Coutries. Jam. 6.p.6.c.60.

Fleih may be fild in Edinburgh, be all the Kings liege 
vespoa mercat date, Jam. 5.p.7.c.122. Fleigh
HAGGETES, and other small antalterzie, suld be furnished be ilk man, after his estate, Jam.5.p.7.c.94; vide Pilluletes.


Histle-dagues fuld be keiped, and craftie men fuld not take payment for skis dagues, Jam.4.p.4.c.45. Playing, labouiring, drincking in Tavernes, selling of meate and drinke, and wilfull remaining in the sermone and prayers, on the Sabbath day, is forbidden. Jam.6.p.6.c.70; vide Fairies. Prophane of the Sabbath day, fuld be punished in their persons, and be confiscation of their movables. Jam.6.p.14.c.108. Hailie and fealtull dayes, in honour of Saints and Patrones, the superstition and wanton abuting thereof is dispach'd, Jam.6.p.7.c.104. Hailie dayes are accepted, in punishment of slaughtter, quhilk be the law, fuld be punished before the Sunne gang downe. Jam.1.p.6.c.95.

Hauries fuld be slaine in time of Snow, Jam.2.par.14.c.89, Jam.6.p.6.c.84. Nor at a time with our licence, under the paine of their death, Jam.6.p.11.c.59. Jam.6.p.11.c.265.

Haret fuld be brocht hame be merchandes Jam.1.p.3.c.47. vide Hag burtes; vide Armour.

Meat ilk Heuck of curies, fuld be fue inche wide Lam.4.p.2.c.15.

Mergieke suld be punished. Jam.2.p.2.c.23. Siek as whithillie maintein and defends, ony doctrine directlie, contrarie the articles of Religion, Jam.5.p.3.c.45.


Herrieing and quhite fife fuld be brocht to Free ports, within the Realme. Jam.6.p.4.c.60. Jam.6.p.6.c.265. Jam.6.p.11.c.141. At the least the third part thereof, Jam.6.p.11.c.35; vide Fifth.

The measure of herring and quhite fife fuld containe nine Gallounes of the Striveling.
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or none comperance to underly the Law, or for not finding of caution, fuld not necessarie be registed in the Schiellres bukes, all horninges within Stewardries and Regallies may be registed within the bukes thereof, & horninges against witnesse requirs ma registation. 1. 6. p. 8. c. 124. Letters of horning and indoration, not being produced judicially, and thereafter put, may not be proven be winnical. 1. 6. p. 6. c. 94.


113.

Hochers or playres of Horse: ride Thieves: Horse bought in the quick be Smuthe. ride Smuthes.

Hospittelles fuld be reformed by the Chancellor, Bishop and Ordinaries, 1. 4. p. 2. c. 25. 1. 4. p. 11. c. 20. The victualls of the Hospittelles fuld bee named be the King. 1. 6. p. 7. c. 101. 1. 6. p. 5. c. 63. Hospittelles fuld be repaired for aiged and impotent perfones. 1. 6. p. 6. c. 74.

Landes annuall-tents, and vther emolumentes, granted to the maintaining of Hospittelles, and bestowed to that vie, and name vther, not confeced in the annexation of Kirk-landes. 1. 6. p. 11. cap. 29. Fewers and tuckers-men of landes, pertaining to Hospittelles, fuld be charged to produce their rent, before the Chancellor and Commissioners. 1. 6. p. 5. c. 63.

All dispositiones made in the Kings minoritie, of Hospittelles, and landes pertaining thereto, are revoked James the Seant, Parliament. 1. 6. cap. 51. All sproch-faires townes, 1. 1. p. 1. c. 22. All travellers fuld vudge with them. 1. 1. p. 5. c. 56, 1. 5. p. 4. c. 17. They fuld take reasonable prices for menues dinner and supper. 1. 5. cap. 23.

Diners or common weemen, fuld dwell in the outmost corner of the Towne. 1. 1. p. 4. c. 74.

If a horse, how meale euyer man fuld saw on his land. 1. 1. p. 5. c. 81.

Wander or degges pertaining to any man, fuld not bee taken be ane vther. 1. 3. p. 7. c. 59, Marie. 1. 6. c. 58.


Hides fuld not be caried forth of the Realme in England Marp. 6. c. 45. ride Staple gudes: Barred hides fuld not be carrid furth of the Realme. 1. 6. p. 4. c. 59.

Head flayers: ride Ditray.

Hores of Bees, and itakers thereof. 1. 6. p. 6. c. 54. ride Ditray.

I.

Aches ride Harnefe: ride Armour.

idle-men fuld be compelled to woorke. 1. 4. p. 1. c. 27. All men of simple effayes, fuld laboure, 1. 4. p. 2. c. 41. They fuld be arrested, until they finde voverie. 1. 4. p. 3. c. 66, They fuld be compelled to woorke within fishinge Shippes. 1. 4. p. 4. c. 49, ride Sommer: ride Beggers: ride Vagabundes.


ley's, South and North, fuld not be made and Schireffe. 1. 4. p. 6. c. 59, The lyes fuld be ruled be the Lawes of this Realme, and name vther. 1. 4. p. 6. c. 79.

Imposition of ane allageance, being proposed in action of removing, the proponer fall finde caution. 1. 6. p. 6. c. 139. All percers flizing in impositions of ane contract, or vther writing quinatunmer, tinis the principal causa. 1. 4. p. 7. c. 62. The proponer of the imposition, be way of action or exception, against inhibitions, or interdictions, regisrat in the Schiellres bukes, the obstruencye and vices of the saids letters, falbe halden to produce the principall and original. 1. 6. p. 7. c. 118. The forme and maner of imposition of the signatories of the Kingis Patrimonie 1. 6. p. 12. c. 133. For the better orall of failed, the writer fuld inflict his name in all Charters, contracdes, and vther written, 1. 6. p. 13. c. 175.

insee, and committers thereof, fuld be punished to the death. 1. 6. p. 1. c. 14.

Indoration of letters fuld be stampled & fealed be witness. 1. 6. p. 5. c. 52, 1. 6. p. 6. c. 74.

All copies and executiones of lettres, fuld be suffizyed be the executour thereof. 1. 6. p. 12. cap. 139.

Informent personis (likis obfinate Papistes) disobedient to the admonition of the Kirk) ar yn-able to stand in judgment to perowe, before office, be witness, assizues, or be members of Court. 1. 6. Par. 3. c. 43.

Informentes, bondand, informations granted be the suipreyme, to his vassalle, be his regination, proueis but the third prseon 1. 6. p. 12. c. 136. Informentes of the Kings prepotrie: ride Kingis Comptrollarie: Informations given be the King, with advocationes and donacions of Patronage of Kirkes, quhilk pertained to before, be his Hierarchie at nullis far as concernis the said patronage. 1. 6. p. 15. c. 172.

Ingland, to remaine in it without licence, is trefason, 1. 1. p. 9. c. 128. To passe to it in tune of weir without the Kings licence. 1. 2. p. 2. cap. 30.
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English gudes, sic as clath and vther gudes, fuld not be bocht within this Realme, fra English men. Jam. 1. P. 13. c. 145. English men may not buik-o-nie benefic within this Realme: vide Benefices. 

English clath, and all English merchanndyce maid of wooll, is discharged and forbidden. Jam. 6. Par. 1. 45. 25.

English men fuld not cum in Scotland, without ane conduc. Na Scotse men fuld treth or affure with ane English man. Jam. 2. P. 12. c. 51. They havand sae conduc, may fell and bye leefame, Jam. 5. P. 4. c. 19. They may not buik benefice Jam. 3. P. 1. 67.


Sublittencier, interdictions, and executions thereof. fuld be registrat in the Schrieff Beukes. Jam. 6. P. 7. c. 118.

Instrument given furth be ane Notar discharge, is null. Jam. 5. P. 5. c. 76. Or becone ane Notar, quha is suspended to ane certaine dayes. Mar. P. 5. c. 24. Mar. P. 5. c. 78. Instrument in Court, fuld be taken in the handes of the Scribe of court, and ane other Notar. Jam. 5. P. 6. c. 31. Instrumentes given furth be Notar, quha produces not their Protocoll, before the Lords of Seffion, at ane certaine dayes, at null Jam. 6. P. 11. c. 54. Instrument given furth be Notar, quha hes not subfervice, and putttheir signes in their bukes, makis na Faith. Jam. 5. P. 6. c. 77. Instrumentes taken in the handes of ane Notar, nor the Scribe and Notar of Court, at null Jam. 5. P. 5. c. 81. vide Prescription.

Lawes, fuld not be cairned furth of the Realme Jam. 1.


Ireland, na man full pas thereto without licent 1, P. 1. c. 61. Nor cum therewitho, without ane testimoniall Jam. 1. P. 3. c. 62. 64.

Judges, and officiaries of Law, fuld be wise men, and reptonfall in gudes and gare, and heretible officiaries vngualified, fuld haue deputes, Jam. c. 1. P. 1. 5. 6.


boundes Jam. 3. P. 6. c. 22. Ane judge being partially, or refuand to do justice, fall satisfie the partie, and pay ane vlaw to the King, and be suspended fra his office, giff he hes it perpetuall, or fall time it giff be Temporal Jam. 1. P. 6. c. 85. Jam. 3. P. 6. c. 26. Ilk judge fuld answere for his Depute Jam. 3. P. 5. c. 26. The judge may be perfeved for doing wrong, and the partie fulde be called thereto Jam. 3. Par. 14. c. 165. Quidat experes the judge fuld haue, for extracion of this processe deduced before him Jam. 4. P. 6. c. 67. He fuld execute the Lawes anent bregers Jam. 5. P. 4. c. 21. All judges and officiaries, fuld leach and apprehend all rebelles Jam. 5. P. 7. c. 70. All judges fuld do justice equalie to all men. All murmurers wrangouillie against them, fuld be punifht Jam. 5. P. 7. c. 104. All judges fuld take inquitation, anent men not keipand order in their awin houes, anent the number of couries of meate, Mar. P. 5. c. 26.

All judges fuld execute the Aete anent erues and zaires. Mar. P. 9. c. 68. And convocate the Kings Lieges, to call doun erues and zaires, Jam. 6. P. 6. c. 80. They fuld punifh Witchcraft, sorceries, Nectromancy, vna thereof, and confinners therewith. Mar. P. 6. cap. 73. None may be judge quha professis not the Religion Jam. 6. P. 1. c. 69. All judges, as ilk head court, fuld inqire anent recepier, mainreinters, forifiers, and affilites of thieues Jam. 6. P. 1. c. 21. And anent flayers of black fiff, femotes, and cutters of greene wood, Jam. 6. P. 1. c. 30. Jam. 6. P. 6. c. 89. Judges fuld punifh destroyers of wooddes, Forresles, Orchards, bround, breakers of Doпочтes, Cunsting-gares, Parkes, flantes, zaintes, slayers of hares, makers of murre-burn, fiftiers of bees, delitores of greene woode Jam. 6. P. 6. Cap. 84. All judges fuld put the Aetes of Parliament to execution, anent bringing of herring and quhife fish to free Portes Jam. 6. P. 6. c. 86. All judges fuld punifh blasphemers of Gods name Jam. 5. P. 7. c. 103. They fuld take and apprehend all persones psfand to Pilgrimage Jam. 6. P. 5. parliam. cap. 124. All judges not puting to execution the Lawes anent shutting at wilde ykes and wilde beeles, fuld be punifht Jam. the Sert Jam. 7. P. 1. c. 23. Na interior judge may impugne decretes, or decisions of Parliament Jam. 6. P. 11. cap. 39. In lovent judges, sic as Schires, Baillies of Regionis, and vthers, fuld decide all medecifation, or cognitiones of propirtee and commontie, the marier and forme of their proceeding Jam. 6. Par. 14. cap. 42. They fuld sende ane trewe reporte to the Clerk of Register, of all Notar within their jurisdiction, James the Sert, Sertam. 11. cap. 45. All judges fuld proceede and do justice, nocht withstanding of any licence or super fede, granted in the contrari Jam. 6. P. 11. c. 47.
All judges fild ynderstand the Lawes, and execute the famin. lam. 6. p. 12. cap. 124. They fild take and apprehend traitours and rebellies, Sur¬fers, vagabongues, thiefs, Egyptians, and others breakers the Kings Lawes, and fend make pri¬fons, focks, and items, for poffumlent of flange idle beggers. lam. 6. p. 12. c. 147. All judges fild discharfe and put away Faires and mercerces vpon halfe-daces. lam. 6. parliam. 13. cap. 139.

The paines of them quha flays fridges or hurts an other in Parliament, Seffion, Secret coupel, Pro¬ceit of Bailies, oder other inferior judges. lam. 6. p. 11. c. 173. All judgemeotes and jurif¬dicfones not approved be the King and Parlia¬ment, ar dischargd lam. 6. p. 8. c. 111.

The members of Seffion, and other inferior judges, fild not by one landes, or other positiones de¬pending in plea. lam. 6. p. 14. c. 216.

Influffe and his deputes fild do justice, against maisters full thiefs, and other malefactors : Qhahoirt the King fall gue alprintf. lam. 6. p. 6. c. 27. He fild inquire in all justice aires of forner, barter, maistersfull beggers, learened fullies. lam. 6. p. 14. c. 80.

He fild put tull ailies, inhabitants of Burrowes All the lieges full affit the justice in his aire. lam. 6. p. 3. c. 29. Influsses and deputes fild be in the Ile, South and North. lam. 4. parlia. 6. cap. 59. c. 60. The justice may fummound fugitives for crimes, at their dwelling place, and pa¬roch kirkes. lam. 5. p. 4. c. 33.

Hee and his deputes, and ma Commissioner, ar judges in flaughture. lam. 6. p. 11. c. 75. Justice and his deputes, may modifie the expenses of any person accussed and elected before him. lam. 6. p. 11. c. 87.

Landes-forders and others, oblidged be the generall bandee, full present malefactors to the King, or to the justice. lam. 6. par. 31. c. 103. Influsses and others officearies, fild ride throw the Countrie, with one competent and eaffie number. lam. 2. p. 6. c. 21.

Influffe courer fild not be continued be one precept, or command of the King. lam. 6. Sec. Par. 11. Cap. 9.

Influffe Aires fild be halden twife in the zeir, within the royaltyce and regalitez. lam. 2. p. 5. cap. 5. lam. 6. p. 14. c. 227. All men ariett to the justice aire, fild enter within barre. lam. 3. p. 7. c. 58.

Influsses in Argyle and other Hee-land placees, and to quhat court or air they fild cum. lam. 6. p. 14. c. 227. In the Influffe airc, the maister fild awhiere for his awin man. lam. 6. Fifth, parliament 5. Cap. 6.

Influss aires at prentoupture at the second course. lam. 6. p. 4. c. 32. The vn-law of Influss aires of arrested personne not comptirued is twenty pounds. lam. 6. p. 13. cap. 106.

Influffe Clerk fild not retelle the Dittoy, nor alter the rolles. lam. 2. p. 6. cap. 28. Hee fild exact all aites concerning Dittoy. lam. 4. p. 4. c. 43. He fild deliver all letters of horning, with executio¬nees thereof in criminal causes, to the Thelaur. lam. 6. p. 12. c. 156. The justice Clerk, and none other fild deliver the domonists to the Crowner. lam. 7. Par. 13. cap. 139.

K

King. His aith, quhilk he fild make in time of his Coronation. lam. 6. p. 1. c. 8.

King names the Second is Crowned. lam. 2. p. 1. cap. 1.

The Kingis Protection breakers, fild be punifhed lam. 3. p. 11. c. 134. vide Peace.

The Kingis juridiction in all aites. lam. 3. p. 5. c. 26.

Hee has full juridiction, and full impaire within his Realme lam. 6. p. 15. c. 251.

He has Royall power over all aites, likewise Spirituals as Temporal, and is judge competet to them. lam. 6. p. 8. c. 29.

King names the Fifth, inquired quhat landes pertained to his Predecessors. lam. 1. parlia. 9.

The Kings propertie may be let in few-ferme. vide Comptoler. vide Alienation. vide Diffolution. vide Few-ferme.

The Kingis houe fild be smute the intromettters and receivers of the rents of his propertie. lam. 6. p. 11. c. 66.

The decinters of the Kingis fentes, fild be punifhed. lam. 3. parlia. 1. cap. 91.

The Kings propertie, sik as his landes,rentes, cu¬flumes, burrow-mailles, forneres, marres, mutton, Pulcie, avantage, cariage, and other dexties, may not be disponed or given away. lam. 4. parlia. 2. c. 10.

And his annexed propertie being annailed, may be taken againe with the hail profites thereof, without any proces of law. vide Alienation: Ane part of the annexed propertie is granted to Burrowes to be bigged in the Ile. lam. 6. parlia. 11. Cap. 269.

Tennentes of the Kings propertie, fild not be me¬lletet or troubled lam. 4. B. 21. cap. 21.

All Alienations of the Kings propertie, maid be King names the Third, on the second day of September, the zeir of God, ane thousand, four hundred, auctrie seven zeiris, withe the time of his deceas, at annull, lam. 4. p. 4. c. 50.

The superiorite of Landes, halden of Friers, Nunnes, Priouers, pertains to the King. lam. 6. p. 2. cap. 38.

The King may not interpone any person be set¬ting of few, tuck, or rentall of his propertie, and the labourers thereof: And all dispofesions are re¬voked, lam. 6. p. 9. c. 6.
Annual rents payed to Ecclesiasticall persons, for the Kings properitie: After their decease returns to the Crown. 1.am. 6. P. 13. c. 167.

Infeftmentes of the Kings properitie, hold have the confent and subscription of the Comptroller, and passe his register. 1.am. 6. P. 13. Cap. 171.


The forfeit age of the Queene Mouther, is after twentie and one yeares compleat. Mar. P. 10. c. 87.

And slik-like of King James the Sext. 1.am. 6. P. 11. c. 22. 11.

Alienation of the Kings properitie, allwell not annexed, as annexed, in his unitione, falls under his revocation. 1.am. 6. P. 11. c. 31.

All free giftes and discharges of the annexed properitie, or of none avante. 1.am. 6. P. 15. c. 23.

The Kings casualitie fult hold not be dispended in great, sh as of one cumme reggider, 1.am. 6. P. 11. c. 69.

All dispositions of them, may be the King, cummis under his revocation, la. 6. P. 15. c. 31.

The tenements of the principality, quia haeldis of the Prince, and Steward of Scotland, fall answere to the Kings judice and Parliament, quilibet there be ane Prince borne. 1.am. 4. P. 2. c. 1.6.

Keipers, or Capt泾nes of the Kings Caftelles or frengines, fall not directue, nor indirectue, for rendering of them, take onie landes, money, benefices, or gudes. 1.am. 6. Par. 7. c. 135.

Landes, money, and vichual, assigned for keeping of the Kings Caftelles, 1.am. 6. P. 9. c. 8.

All disposiciones of the Kings Caftelles and houses, are revoked. 1.am. 6. P. 11. c. 31.

The King suffers the Creditour, to be preferred to him, in payment of his debt: vide Creditour. The King hold have the twa part of benefices vacane. 1.am. 6. P. 11. c. 243.

A man fulde schutte at wilde fowles, or wilde-beastes within the Kings Parkes or Forrestes, for zit outr ouene greende or timber ther in, or hunte or halke within fex miles thereto. 1.am. 6. P. 14. cap. 210.

Al weld speakeres of the King, quhairby conpiracie may rife, becut the King and his subjextes, fult be punisht. Mar. 6. P. 6. 66. 60. 1.am. 6. P. 10. c. 10. vide famous Libellis: vide Lenfig. makters.

All execution of Lawes, and proceedinges in the Kings name, is ratified and apprised. 1.am. 6. P. 6. c. 50.

The King may exerce to his service, ane man of ilk craft, fra watching, wanding, and service within Burghes. 1.am. 6. P. 12. c. 53.

Troublers of the Kings Chalmear. Cabinet, or Chalmear of peace, Police. feruit Council, fulbe punisht as traitours. 1.am. 6. P. 13. c. 30.

The King full have all Monkes portiones, the first zeires frutes, and the fifth penny of all benefices.

1.am. 6. P. 3. c. 137.

The King full be in properitie, meeze by the place, and townes, quhair justices are at halden.

1.am. 2. P. 4. c. 5.

And fulbe dyde through the Realme, and punisht rebellion, and other crimes la. 2. P. 3. c. 6.

The Kings Council, therait and office 1.am. 4. P. 1. c. 2.

Ane refident Council, is ordained, 1.am. 4. Par. 8. Cap. 59.

Kipper and the vnlawes of the slayers thereof. vide Salmond.

Kirk, the new Kirk, and members thereof, as they al lanndean quha professis the Evangel, conforme to the confession of the faith, and communia with the haile Sacramento. 1.am. 6. P. 6. c. 66. 1.am. 6. P. 6. c. 61. 1.am. 6. P. 6. c. 68.


The jurisdiction of the Kirk conflits in preaching of the worde of God, ministration of the Sacramento, and correction of maners. 1.am. 6. Par. 6. c. 69.

The jurisdiction and power of provincial affembles of Presbyteryes, of particular Kirkes. 1.am. 6. P. 1. c. 114.

The brethren of the said jurisdiction and ordainaces of the Kirk, may be denounced rebellion, 1.am. 6. Par. 6. c. 60.

The Patrimony of the Kirk, as the teindes. 1.am. 6. P. c. 10.

The Kirk may hald and keip Synodall, provincial, and general affembles. 1.am. 6. P. 1. c. 114.

Kirk-men full not be vexed in their bodies nor gudes. 1.am. 2. P. 3. c. 4. 1.am. 4. P. 4. c. 27.

They full not be put to the horse, for none-payment of their taxation. Mar. P. 6. c. 55.

They full have their reliefe there-ant. 1.am. 6. P. 14. c. 228.

Kirk troubless & spullizers ar cursed and infamous. 1.am. par. 6. c. 12. Mar. par. 5. c. 17.

Inisfu. Par. 4. cap. 7.

Committers of slauetres within Kirkes or Kirk-zardes, tain all movables, and their life restit. la. 6. p. 1. c. 118.

Troubles of the Kirk, the time of divine seruice, or raylers of affray in the Kirk or Kirk zaird, ar punished. 1.am. 6. p. 1. c. 27.

Curfed men may not remain within the Kirk.

Mar. P. c. 18.

Kirk mennis palaces, or places after their decease, full not be occupied be secular men, under the paine of treafon: vide Treafon.; Kirk landes may be let be Kirk men, without impediment. la. 1. c. 6.

Dispozition of Kirk landes, sik as Friers landes, and wheres pertaining to the King, as properitie, are revoked. 1.am. 6. P. 1. c. 11.

And likewise, all common Kirkes fult be reduced to the first assumption. 1.am. 6. P. 1. c. 21.

And being wrangecuiile annaliued, fulbe be refrosted. 1.am. 1. P. 2. c. 20.

And being fet in feuer, fulbe be confirmed: vide Confirmation; Kirk, landes or trinder may not be erected in Temporal Lord-ships. 1.am. 6. P. 1. c. 119. la. 6. p. 14. c. 195.

the loveable and accustomed file. 16p. 16, c. 13.

Liesh, in it nor in other places without the Kings Borrowes, na guides may be packed nor penned. 16p. 6, c. 34. Nor wood, hide, nor shans, full be bound. 16p. 6, c. 88.

Leith-winde ful be bigged 16m. 5, p. 7, c. 162.

Lilal in criminal causes containing, that the partie partie con pleined on, as aite & pair of the cause may not be elided be exception, 16m. 6, p. 12, c. 151.

Licence for transporting of forbidden guds, vide 16Bor-

bidden guds. Licenses and exempfions fru hooffs and raides: vide Hooff. Licences granted, for transporting of wood, ar discharged. 16m. 6, p. 13, c. 59.

Lisente-nent to the King, may punis the Schirffe, whin he do not his officer. 16m. 2, p. 5, c. 10.

He fulbind all the bordurers, and rich folk men within Cailelles, and take caution for quiemuis of the cuntie. 16m. 2, c. 3.

Leysure: vide Bands.

Luced, fe Соde fulbe not be cared furth of the Realme. 16m. 6, p. 4, c. 59.

Leppe-folk fuld not enter within ane Burgh on merc-

cat days, but on other dates, and that thrife in the oul. They fuld not cum to Kirk nor Kirk zairdes to thig, but bide at the Pores of the town, or at their Hofpatals, under paine of banishment. 16m. 1, p. 7, c. 105.

Littletestament fuld be maid be the defender, the first term of compenance. 16m. 1, p. 6, c. 86.

Littler full not bye and fell clannish. 16m. 2, p. 14, c. 67.

Lords of Seccion, vide Seccion.

Liften ofer fuld finde caution to the thesir, and sustaine him. 16m. 4, p. 2, c. 52. 16m. 5, p. 4, c. 14.

In dimentiion or estimation of benefices, the life-

tent of the refignary, may not be resived. 16m. 6, p. 6, c. 1.

Committors of slacther, within Kirk or Kirkzairdes, and their recepiers, tins their life rent. 16m. 1, p. 12, c. 118.

Lyon King of armes, fuld hauald two Courtes in the zeir, upon complaints mad upon officiers of armes, he fuld take inquisifion, and put ordour to armes, sied be all men. 16m. 6, p. 12, c. 123. He may with advisse of the Lords of Counsell, depric pf-

icates of armes, give to them Injunctions, and accesse caution of them. 16m. 6, p. 12, c. 125. Hee fuld deliever the Thesaurer, the names of the of-

ficiers of armes, that ar adimnitted or discharged, and their cautioners. 16m. 6, p. 12, c. 126. vide Officiers.

Lytle John: vide Robert Huid.

M

Maries fuld warn the cuntie men to asift the Schi-

effe, to pery committors of slacther. 16m. 1, p. 6, c. 99. Of their election, fee, officer,atrachions, and their deputes. 16m. 1, p. 9, c. 111. They fuld have ane home, and ane wand. 16m. 1, p. 9, c. 99.
Maitfer of Schullers, proffesters and teachers of youth,efulbe tryed and examind be the visitours of the kirk Jam. 6.p.1.cap.11.

Mait-maistres ful pretent the Mait to the Meteat, and may not fell the same before nine houres, vnder the paine of exshitting of all thei mait They fuld takhe bot ane bove of Beere, fo making of the Chalder of Malt Jam.6.p.29. Or twa flattering of the Boll of Malt, mair then the Boll of Beere is fauld Jam.5.p.4.28.

Mait-men ar na craft full men, they fuld not haue ane Deacon Jam.6.p.1.cap.29.

Man, or fervand to onie Maitfer, or quhais man or fervand onie thieve or former fuld be esteemed, may be vnderhand four maner of wares. Jam.6.p.14.cap.227.

Margaret, vide Faires.

Maurice, vide Clerkes.

Marriage may be contracted betwixt perfsons within second degrees of consanguinitie, or affinity Jam. 6.p.1.5.

Marriage may be dissolv'd for none- adherence, and malicious defention of ane of the parties Jam.6.p.4.23.

Ane Scotief-man on the Bordouries, may not marie onie English woman, on the oppositie Bordour without licenc Jam.6.p.11.144.

Ane woman being divided for Adulterie, omitted be her, may not annaile her landes, in prejudic of her owene Jam.6.p.12.cap.117.

Merchandis being strangers, fuld not care away gold and silver mentioned Jam.1.p.2.16. Jam.3.p.2.cap.49. Jam.4.p.4.41.

They fuld cum to fire Burrowes, and there make merchandize Jam.4.p.4.3.

They may not fals, except they have three Super., laithes of wooll Jam.1.p.4.38. Jam.2.p.14.62. or half came ful of gault Jam.3.p.2.13.

Jam.3.p.4.108. Jam.3.p.4.23.


Vnder the paine of confiscation of all thei moveable gudes, quha dey in the contrain Jam.6.p.12.82. Jam.6.p.6.97.


Na perfon dwelland out with Burrowes, may ye any merchandise, nor may nor sell Wine, waxe, slakes, spicers, wad, nor fikke fluffe, nor zit flappe gudes Jam.4.p.6.84.


They fulld bring hame barrettw, and armour, with speares, scbaifs, hawes and flantes Jam.1.p.4.24.

And Hig buntis Jam.5.p.6.95.

They fuld not fall bot twife in the zeir to Flanders Jam.5.p.4.80.

Merchandises strangers command to free portes, in the Weill seas, quhat they fulld buye and sell Jam. 6.p.7.c.120. vide S.hippes.

All perfsons free-men or not free-men, exercinge merchandise within Burgh, full be subject to wash- ing and wading, and all service pertaining to the King, and the well of the Burgh Jam.6.par.12.153.

Merchandis fuld not play against vther Scots merchandises beyond sea, but before the Confrarion of this Realme Jam.4.p.6.cap.2.

Merchandis gudes fuld be well thalled, and fuld not be fured upon the Over loft of the Schip They fuld pay to the suffentation of the Kirk Na drink- silver fuld be givn Jam.3.p.2.14.14. Jam.3.p.14.159.

Merchandises decealand in forreine Countries, their testament fuld be confirmed, and actiones perform'd within this Realme Jam.4.p.6.88.

They fuld land at the ordin Sable Jam.6.par.15.cap.258.

And gue vp an Inuentar of their gudes to the Confrarion Jam.6.p.15.cap.260.

Meffs-fayers or hearers, fuld be punished Jam.6.par.1.cap.5.

And all hearers of Meffe, and con- sealers of the famin, fuld be punished to the death, and be confiscation of their moveables Jam.6.p.4.193.


Mellesa, mercreis and weches Jam.1.p.4.68.69.70.

They fuld be all of ane quantitie. Femers fuld be payd with the new mete, proportionally to the tare of the auld Jam.4.p.6.66.

Three standers fuld be maid of measures, and ane to be fear to Aberdene, ane to Striving, and ane to Edinburgh Jam.4.p.14.74.

All weches and mesures ar ordained to be certain Comissioners Jam.6.p.11.7.7.4. Jam.6.p.7.cap.108.

The flandeard, and just measure of Salmond fuld remaine in Abercayene. And of haring and quhit fith in Edinburgh Jam.6.par.2.14 Jam.3.p.7.c.109. Jam.6.p.4.57.

Meeting of woodens clath vid Clath vid Weel.

Millers that fitta Cretles and Nettes in dammes, in the landes and waters, fuld be punished Jam. 4.p.4.15 Jam.6.p.6.89.

Ministers fuld be admistated be the Kerk allanerie Jam. 6.p.1.5.

They fuld have the Thiddle of all benefices. Norwithstanding any charge thereof given be the Queenie, until they be satisfied of their gudes, and their thereof, and superplus, to be applied to the Kingis fia Jam.6.p.12.121.

Ilk Parech Kirk fuld have ane Minister, with ane sufficient thandle Jam.6.p.7.c.100.

Ministars, and none other fuld be prest to fil- fiprakkes Jam.6.p.15.cap.231.

Ministers provided to benefices, vnder Prelacies, may not set fewers, tacks, or vcher disponis, in prejudice of his Succesfours Jam.6.p.7.c.101.

All benefices of cure vnder Prelacies, fuld be givn to thos who ponts Jam.6.p.7.c.102.

Specialtie of benefits within anerie rente of three hundred marks Jam.6.par.20.

And perfes- nages and vicarages Jam.6.par.13.163. vide bene-
benefices. And all benefices of cure, being disposed to them, shall be free of all frums, fruits, and
Ministers shall give vp the tenall of the Temporalities of benefices. Lam. 6. p. 15. c. 244.
All benefices, quita invasi, or puriss violent hande
on Ministers, shall be punished, Lam. 6. p. 11. c. 57.
Ministers may be deprived for non-rentice, and
francie other cause. Lam. 6. p. 8. c. 112.
Quishik Aeb, is underhand of all Prelates, and other mixes
Eclesiasticall persons. Lam. 6. p. 11. c. 28.
And shall not be extended to Lords of secret
Councill, Lords of Seffion, and certaine others.
1a. 6. p. 11. c. 32. vide Benefices.
Ministers thipes funde contain the particular names of
lands, tenements, and other devices. 1a. 6. p. 11. c. 140.
They shall be free of all taxations and impositions.
Lam. 6. p. 15. c. 102.
Ministers provision, fould not be prejudged by par-
165. Ministers being preferred to Bishopricks or other Prelacies, haue vote in Parliament. 1a.
6. p. 15. c. 245.
Men, that might or might not be preferred to
carmoumKirk. 1a. 6. p. 14. c. 156 lands, annual-
tenues, teinds, & thes, & other emoluments, ered
for Ministers thipes within Burgh, are not excepted.
under the annexe of Kirk-lands 1a. 6. p. 11.
c. 32. Ministers may not be judges, 1a. 6. p. 15.
33. members of court, or Noters, except in testamentes.
Minor, or childe within age, quita thels, pieks, brakes
orchardes, zards, or committs any fik fault, their
fathers or masters, fould pay the slath. Or deliver
the Childre to the judge, to be leechted, foureged, or
dung, according to the fault, because they may
not be punished for no age. Lam. 6. p. 6. c. 160.
Minor being enormitie hurt, within his minoritie,
be disposicion of his heretage, may revoke at his
permissions. Lam. 6. p. 4. c. 111. Lam. 5. c. 6. c. 160.
Minor being passed the zeroes of his tutorie, is
under curatorie, into his perfite age of twenty one
zoeres compleit. Mat. p. 6. c. 35.
Minors deceasent intrest, their guides fall not
be given to one executur Datine, but to the nearest
of their kin. 1a. 5. p. 7. c. 120.
The aere being Minor, fould be furnished the life-recter, or con-
tinent, to be the wardrer, upon the warde-
rands, gyf he haes na blanchfarn nor fewern lands
1a. 4. p. 13. c. 5. The remeid granted to minors, in
their minoritie, be decreets given against them, of
dooble penyng, not comprenad 1a. 6. p. 9. c. 5.
Mistake, & other lowles of fief, fould be deftroyed.
vide Fowles of Birdes.
Minister, or (artained to be taken vp be the
Thefavour, Lam. 6. p. 8. c. 137.
All disposicion thereof ar revoked Lam. 6. p. 11. c. 31.
The The-
faurl intromet and make compt of the faids portions, first frums, and fifth penneys. Lam. 6. p.
12. c. 126. All giftes, and Monkes portions, fould containe special lands, tenement, and deveties.
Lam. 5. p. 12. c. 140.
Molestat. vide Actions, vide Cognition.
Money, the value and price of money, and finde
Night and Scheere: vide Carte L. Night and month beyond the month, full big Cassel's, and dwell therein. Jam. 1.p.5.c.82.

Notors fald not be maid be the Empirour, but be the King and Pape, and of their qualities. 1 p.5.c.30. They fald to be examined, and being found culpable, punished. 1.a.p.6.c.64. Notars fald be examined by the Schiraffe, and Ordinair. Jam. 5.p.6.c.76. Notars, or court-clerks to Schiraffe's Rewardes, bailies, and officers, both to Burgh and land, fald to be examined; for nowe, and admitted by the Lords of Seccion. Jam. 5.p.6.c.77 Marp. 5.p.6.c.24. They shall be preferred to the King, examined & admitted by the Lords of Seccion. Their Signe and fullcription fald be registred. Mar. 5.p.6.c.78. Of their admission, their manner, qualifications, their caution and protocols, to be produced before the Lords of Seccion. Jam. 6.p.1.c.45. vide Satisinges. Their protocols full be marked, they fald to be examined, and of newe admissions. They fald to devise their writs. Marp 6.p.24. Marp. 9.p.6.c.73. Ministers may not be Notars, except in trammens. 1.a.p.6.c.53. None may be Notars, quia profectus non est religio. 1.a.p.6.c.99.

Notaries of the law, may be declared by way of exception or reprieve, in the famine instruction. M. 5.p.6.c.42.


Officers fald not be given in heritage. Jam. 2.p.11.c.44.

After havand an heretable office, and not able therefore, fald have deputes. Jam. 1.p.1.c.66. Officers given for the decease of Kings. Jam. 4 p.11.c.71. revoked by King James the Second. Jam. 2.p.11.c.44. Disposition of offices, may be the King, or revoked. 1.a.p.6.c.31. Quibilis also extended to heretable offices. ibidem. Officials and ministers of law, fuld be qualified. 1.a.p.1.c.6 vide Judge. Officials and judges fald be maid the King, qua cens can well, or may well punish treafon-sinners. 1.a.p.6.c.33. vide Judge. Officers evaned within the Royallie, regaliie, & Burgh, fald have home and wand. Jam. 1.p.6.c.99.

The King officiers fald have signettes & stamps 1.p.6.c.67. Being culpable in execution of fam. officers, fald be punished. 1.a.p.6.c.73. officers of & by the number of them in the Schiraffe form of their admissions examination, deprivation, & caution to be found by them, and their daily wages.
THE TABLE.

Ministers provided to Peculaci, shall have voice in Parliament. 6 p. 1 c. 21.
Small Barrows, and fine tenements, may send Commisioners. 1 p. c. 101.
Quibbes not and heathen marks, 6 p. 6 c. 78.
Iam. 6 p. 4 c. 78.
Their Communion shall be authentick and sufficient. 6 p. 1 c. 29.
The arrayment of ink elaitte to Parliament. 2 p. 11 c. 47.
Qubah of the King full caufe make any Patron. 2 p. 16 c. 69.
Iam. 6 p. 11 c. 46.

Pain e pecuniai, or of law for none-compeirance in Parliament is diverse, conforme to the elait and condition of the person. 6 p. 11 c. 34. Vide law.
Heraldes, Purvanteis, and Trumpetours, absently from Parliament, or being present, not doing their office, full be punished. 6 p. 11 c. 35.
The number of the Lords of the Arckes, 6 p. 11 c. 37.
Decisions given in Parliament, may not be impugned be inferior judges. 6 p. 11 c. 37.
It is not to be impugned to the authentick or dignitate of the Parliament, and these Elaites, or to procure alteration thereof. 6 p. 8 c. 155.
Libertie of voting, full be granted to the three Elaites. 6 p. 11 c. 49.
No man full make issue trouble for priority of voite or place. 6 p. 11 c. 41.
Troubles of Parliament punished as traitorises. 6 p. 13 c. 173.
Ratification in Parliament. 1594, and underland to be false not suspiциe, 6 p. 14 c. 215.
Four of the ink elaitte fuldt convene twenty days before ink Parliament, and receive all supplications and articles to be given in, to the three elaites, in Parliament. 6 p. 14 c. 215.
In Parliament all men full take upon them the office or place of the elaitte, quibusin they take them felle to like, and quiahisto they take their file. 6 p. 11 c. 32.

Patrones, called Laick, full present qualified Ministers to all benefice of curie under Prelates. They full present an episcop to the benefice, within six Montes, after the decease of the last poiffessor, command to their knowledge. 6 p. 11 c. 1.
All gifts and infeinites made in the King’s ministrie, of Advowacion and right of Patronage, are revoked. 6 p. 11 c. 31.
Quiber King ment fercis tenyes for maaz grain nor three, the patron, content is required there. 6 p. 14 c. 200.
All Patrones of Profectories, Prebendaries, Alterages, or Chaplaniais, gif they place, may Pretent the same to Burghs within Colleges. 6 p. 11 c. 12.
Laick Patrones cannot be prejudged in their patronage be lang poiffession of Kirk men: notwithstanding, of alienation of lands, may be them, under revetion, and conforme thereto, lauchfullie redemed. 6 p. 11 c. 61.
All infeinites given be the King, with Patronage of Kicks, quilk persist before the King, in that part, ar null. 6 p. 11 c. 62.

Benefices of Laick Patronages, full not pay to the King the first zeires fruiteis, nor the fifth penny. 6 p. 8 c. 133.
Landel, annual rentes, nor other emolumentes pertaininge to laick patronages, ar nocht x reprened under the annexation of Kirk landes. 6 p. 11 c. 29.
Pariour full present Ministers to commoun Kicks, 6 p. 14 c. 96.

Payment of all deebes, after the money is ceyd vp, how and with quhat kinde or valour fuldt be maid. 8 p. 3 c. 36.
Iam. 3 p. 4 c. 119. Iam. 3 p. 4 c. 231. Iam. 3 p. 8 c. 63.
And sike ilk, quib the money is cyed downe: vide Money.

Paire, or pecuniail paine. Vide Vnlaw.

Paike full be oblered through all the Realme. Iam. 1 p. 1 c. 2.
The Kings peace fuldt be ane assurance to all men. Iam. 2 p. 6 c. 13.
Full be maid and kepted amongst all the Lieges. Iam. 3 p. 13 c. 92.
Iam. 4 p. 2 c. 8.
Breakers thereof fuldt be punished, be syme Israel and guides pertaininge to the treplusions, at the Kings will. Iam. 1 p. 7 c. 51.
Iam. 2 p. 6 c. 13. Iam. 2 p. 14 c. 63.
King Iames the Thrid, makat peace and concorde amongst his lieges. Iam. 13 p. 1 c. 92.

Preachers of the Barke of trees. Vide Dittay.

Pelf and Beanes, full be sawen. Iam. 2 p. 21 c. 14.

Pensions of Benefices at forbbiden. Iam. 1. p. 1 c. 15.
At the influence of the titular of ane benefice, burdened with ane penitice confirmed, the Penitioner fullt produce the original gift thereof, to the quhilk the confirmation inrealtie. Iam. 6 p. 11 c. 62.
Penitences given furth of the thridises of benefices, ar null. Iam. 6 p. 11 c. 5.

Penitences, tacks, life-rent discharged of the superplus of the thridises, ar ordained to be null. Iam. 6 p. 12 c. 121.
Penitences given furth of the Temporall, or Spiritualie of benefices, not confirmed with decrect, or poiffesion, ar null. Iam. 6 p. 12 c. 127.
And all penitences given furth of Kirk landes annexed, authorized be ane decrecte or poiffesion,ar accepted. furth of the annexation of Kirk landes. Iam. 6 p. 11 c. 29.
All penitences fuldt contain particuler affigation.
Iam. 6 p. 12 c. 140.

Pelfone, Penions of all Paroch Kicks, fuldt finde bread and wine to the Communication. Iam. 6, parliament 3 c. 54.

Pelfie age ant the warde of landes, and entreshee thereto of aires mailis, is xxvi, zeire, and of aires farmall, xxix lorie. Mart. p. 5 c. 5.
The pelfie age of the Queene mother, is after xxvi, zeires compleat. Mart. p. 10 c. 87.
And siklike of King James the Sext, and his Predecessors.
Iam. 6 p. 1 c. 22.

Pensione is cyued be confiscation of all guds move able, warding of their perzones zeires and day, and langer, during the Kings will, and be the paine of infamie. That is, never to bruik office, honour, dignitate, not benefice. Marie, Parliament. 5 c. Cap 19.
men, to one effect, as all consensile abdissibles. Jam. 6.p.11.g, 59.
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Of fine zeere poesion, in favours of the King, in landes and possessions com in his hands, for forsealour. Lam. 6 p. 9 c. 2. Of seere zeere anent redempstion of comprised landes. Lam. 3 p. 5 c. 36.1 a. 5 p. c. 106. Of fourth zeere against all personall obligations. Lam. 3 p. 5 c. 22. And tik like, anent producstion of procurators or incitements of regneation, pecpets of diure confust, pecpets of faisng or landes or annual rents. Lam. 6 p. 14 c. 214.

Pretension given to the King, to immediat superiors, of forseal estate lands: Neither the person pretended, nor the vassall of any fewer forseal estate, produce the acquittance of the mailes, of zeere proceeding. Lam. 6 p. 9 c. 2. Pretension of retetable tenencies to landes, connum in the Kings landes be bautize, for, forsealour, or as last aire, new aises connum under the Kings revocation. Lam. 6 p. 11 c. 31.
Freelation of benefits, of cure, vnder Prelacies, to Ministers subinured to the King, and Secretar alameter, is sufficient. Lam. 6 p. 11 c. 36.
Pretension of benefits, fuld be direct be the Kings, and layk patrones, to the Presbyter, quha fuld gie cession therepon. Lam. 6 p. 12 c. 116.

Prince of Scotland, as Duke of Redferr, and stewarde of Scotland, and the tenentes of the principellate, full answere in the Parliament, and jutile aires, until the Prince be borne, to answere for them. Lam. 4 p. 12 c. 16 wide King. Al disposisitons of persones pertaining to the Prince, or to the Kings Secunde Sonne, ar revokd. Lam. 6 p. 11 c. 31.

Pretension of ane acception, being admitted to be proven be wrt, the proponent thereof, full produce the wrt, in the terme of probation, or the diligence therefore: and failing thereof, the terme full be incurred. The Lords full declare how meickle fuld be proven be wrt. And it is laudum to the partie to object certain produce. Lam. 4 p. 7 c. 6.

The probation of the crime, and instruction, fuld be deduced before the affile, in presence of the par teem. Lam. 6 p. 1 c. 90.

Proces, and forme thereof, Lam. 5 p. 5 c. 85. 1a. 2 p. 14. c. 61. Processe of recovering of annual rents within Burgh. Lam. 4 p. 2 c. 40. The expenses quhilk fulld be given to ane judge, for extracting of ane processe Lam. 4 p. 6 c. 67. Lam. 6 p. 12 c. 124.

Temporal judges in personall actions, fuld we fix processe, as is vbed before the Lords of the Session. Lam. 5 p. 6 c. 74.

Procurators, wide Advocates, Pretension given to the Kings wide King.


Price of all vassals, and craftes menne fess, and warkes, fuld be made be Barones and officiaries within Burgh. Lam. 4 p. 5 c. 56. And be the Tounes of Edinburgh, and Commissions adjoy ned to them be the King. 1. 5 p. c. 29. Price of fifth fuld be made be the officiaries within Burgh. 1a. 5 p. 7 c. 98. And tik like of wine, saft, and timmer, brocht in by strangers Lam. 5 p. 7 c. 100. Mar. 5 p. 11 c. 33.

Of wilde and tame meateis. Lam. 5 p. 5 c. 12. Of rase at menis, work, and of maste and drink in Tavernes. Lam. 5 p. 5 c. 23. Or vtualles, and all stuffe, quhilk fuld be a and be all Earles, Lordses, Barones, within the royalte and Regalite, and be officiaries within Burgh. Lam. 6 p. 7 c. 121. wide Wine.

Prosecution. Na man inferior to one Baronne, may be judge in the cause of prosecution. Lam. 5 p. 10 c. 79.

Eyler taken furth of Stanacks wide Distay.

Qvene, to her the lieges fulld make sik ane aith, as they make to the King. Lam. 1 p. 8 c. 109. 1a. 1 p. 12 c. 136. The third of the Kings landes and cuttones, pertinues to the Qvene, at her dowrie, and terre. Lam. 3 p. 5 c. 2. Qvene of Maj for bonidden. Mar. 5 p. 2 c. 59.

Quhatever, pein, and beans fuld be fawen. Lam. 2 p. 14 c. 82. Na man fuld ride nor gaun upon Quhatever, at time of seer. Mar. 5 p. 5 c. 51.

R.

R. A. S. Rae buckes, and payers thereof: wide Distay wide Wilde beales.

Ruston promised he ill men to thiem, is discharged, as unlauchfull. Lam. 5 p. 1 c. 21.

Rebellies, being receipt within. Caithel, fuld finde caution that the lieges be vn hirbett be them. 1. 2 p. 2 c. 1. The life rent of echest of rebellies, being zair and day at the hore: wide Life renter. Rebellies remaining at the hore as Traitors, fuld be committ to wardes. Lam. 6 p. 2 c. 124. Rebellies remaining at the hore, aldis considerations or wher richt must be them, in deffraud of their creditor, is null and of nanne available. Lam. 6 p. 12 c. 145.

Rebellies, their are, gynes, barnes, hes na action civil or criminal, for any derece done to them be the Kings free lieges. 1a. 5 p. 14 c. 237.

The names of all rebellies fuld be proclaimed be all Sheriffes, at the mercat crese of the head burghe of the Shire, upon mercat daie, before the head court, and affixed upon the mercat crese, and in the Tolbooth, and delivered to the Thesaurar. Lam. 6 p. 6 c. 75.

Recognition. Al disposisitons maid in the Kings ministe, of lands cum in his hands be Recognition, ar revokd. Lam. 6 p. 11 c. 31.

Redemption, or quitting of weodd-fetes, fuld be payed with sik money as was lent, or the value of it. Lam. 2 p. 8 c. 36. Lands may be redeemed, be the first seller, fra any poftlefruit thereof. Lam. 3 p. 5 c. 27.

Complied landes, fuld be redeemed within foure zeeres. Lam. 3 p. 5 c. 36. Lam. 5 p. 7 c. 106.

The forme of redemption of landes, conforme to reverisions. Lam. 5 p. 6 c. 50. Gifane reversion containe any gold or silver, quhilk cannot be found or gotten, the lands may be redeemed be payment of full all money, in the time of the redemption of the like value, weight, and finenesse, with the money contained in the reversion. Mar. Parliament. 5 Cap. 37.

D 3.

Lands
Lands be ane laik Patrone, being wedde, with
advocation and richt of Patronage, quhilk is there
after poñified, pait memorie of man, be ony Ke-
celestialfeit person, the famin lang poñification fall not
be prejudicial, after the redemption to the said poor
infeft with the right of patronage. 1a.6.p.11.c.61.
Reduction of decrees of redemption. 1am.6.p.12.ca.
15.
All redeemable annual rents, may
be redeemed be payment of ten marks for the hun-
In weddas, it is not lawful to take mair for the hun-
dredth pound, than Ten pound, or five boles
victual. lam.6.p.11.e.52.
Reduction in the second finance of decrees of
double poñinding, may nocht be poñified be him,
quha in the first finance was summoned, and
Reduction of decrees of redemption. lam.6.par.
12.c.134.
Reduction of retours, and inordinat procefe fulde
be poñified with three zeires. lam.4.p.5.c.57.
Reduction of any decreet, can never be poñified be
him, quha after he has recovered his Adven-
taries borgh, in the first finace, thereafter abjures
himself, and returns to the giving of the doome.
lam.1.p.9.c.117.
Reduction of doome and procefe of forfetour, tuld
not befor nullite, of the proces, lam.6.par.8.
cap.135.
Reduction of infeftmotes of Kirk lands, annexed
to the Crowne, is compliant to the King, and for
quhat cause lam.6.p.11.e.29.
Reductions of alienation, in deáofd of creditors,
video Alienations.
Regalitie fallen in the Kingis handes, Free holders
thereof fall anewre to the King and his justice,
Schirreffes courtes, Parliament, and general Coun-
celles as the Free holders of the Royaltie. lam.2.p.
All sik realititie fulde be annexed to the Royaltie:
Na regalitie fulde be granted, but be Parliament,
lam.3.p.11.e.43.
Regalities confirmed, and abufter thereof puni-
ished lam.2.p.14.c.73.
Officers, and Lords of Regalitie, fulde cause mak restitution of
spualit and ret gudes, in ilklike maner, as Schi-
reffes fulde do. 1ams.2.p.2.c.17.
Gif the Schirreff court be vak, be reason of none
com攀ance of inhabitantes of the Royaltie, to
paif on feuing of iniquitie and ret gudes. The
Gentles of the Regalitie, may be warne to be
the Schirreff, to paif on the said iniquitie. 1a.1.
p.9.c.136.
Lords of Regalitie, may take vp echfeties within the
famin lam.6.p.6.e.75.
Hertable bail-
les and Stewardes of Regalities, are not prejudged
in their riches or privilt gdes, be the act of annexa-
tion, except the inter changing of their superiori-
tie, quhilk before pertained to the Kurk, and now
pertains to the King, lam.6.p.11.c.29.
Lords of regalities, fulde cause spualit and ret
gudes be restored, wherewit they falsifying to do
the famin. The Schirreff fulde cause the famin be
done within Regalities. lam.2.p.1.c.11.
Lords of Regalities, may take vp al paines of law,
brorowes broken, in so far as they haue privilege,
br them, infenfements lam.3.p.1.c.5.
Lords and bailies of regalities, fulde not sell any
treliquary, nor fine with them, but fald do justice equalle dam.3.p.14.c.58.
Committor of slan, her within royaltie, and
leap to the regalitie, and taken, fulde be send againe
to the Schirreff. lam.4.p.1.c.8.
Lords of regalitie, fulde pay to the King, thretene
shillings four pennis, for ek beggar that is found
in within their regalitie beggarland, contrar the actes
of parliament. lam.4.p.6.e.70.
Of all echfeties of converstee of the actes of
Parliament, annent crues, saires, player of read, fift
and smotes within regalitie. The third part of
eere of pertainis to the Lord, and twa part to the King
lam.6.p.6.c.89.
The Ministers and inferior judges of the regalitie,
not poñifying flautcher within their bounded, at
penalties, in ane imprisoning, and servaution of the
pound, and allishment of the partie. lam.1.p.95.
And the Lords of regalitie, are poñified as Schirreffes
lam.1.p.6.c.94.
All divorcions of regalities, maid in the Kingis minorite,
at revoked lam.6.p.11.e.41.
Regent, video Tutur.
Regist of reverfiones. lam.3.p.5.c.77.
Of the
Kingis rolles, lam.3.p.5.c.19.
Of
signatures of the Kingis Patronnage, lam.6.p.12.
cap.133.
Of restitutes and remissions lam.6.p.111.c.169.
Write ordened to be registar, fulde not be fa-
lled, lam.6.p.9.c.4.
Of letters of horning, and relaxation lam.6.p.6.e.75, video Horning.
Regrets, video Forfalteris.
Resif committed be any of one Clan, ony wherof the
famin Clan may be taken and apprehended there-
fore lam.6.p.7.e.112.
Reif gudes may be repert, and manner thereof
lam.6.p.11.c.100, video Thieve.
Read fift, fulde not be flame lam.6.p.15.c.261, video Salmond.
Relaxation granted to him quha is denounced rebell
for slautcher upon cauton, to ait certaine day, and
not comperand to the said day, and therefore de-
nounced over against rebell. All the dates interdicted
betwixt the said relaxation, and laif horning, are
recorded dates of rebellion. lam.6.p.6.e.31.
Relaxation fra horning, fulde be maist at the
meit croce of the Schir, and the famin with the ex-
cutions fulde be registar under the Schirreffs bukes.
1am.6.p.6.c.75.
Relief fulde not be compted for, but com to be be
maid thereof in the Checkor: And the Schi-
reff or the partie, may be poyned therefore, conforme to the Buke of Respande. lam.6.path.
11.e.71.
Religion, video Confession of Faith, video Meffe.
All Lawes contrair to the Religion, ar abrugged, lam.
6.p.11.e.23.
Delittees or seminaries Frietees, fulde be poñified to
the
the death, and be confiscation of moveable goods, &c.

Remissioun generally, granted by James the First, to all his lieges. L. 1. p. 366. 592.


Removing land being set to ane be ane vther in few-ferme, & fallen in the Kings hand, be reason of ward, the King may not remove the tenant ra the fadis lands. L. 2. p. 14. 172. Removing, inclosing, and in cutting of tenements, fould be de layed to the third day after Whitsunday, and Mer- tinnes. L. 3. p. 8. 34. Tenements of lands in wards be roome, or nocht be removable therea, vit till Whit sunday next, after the falling of the lands in warde. L. 4. p. 13. 574. Tenements fuld be removed without trouble or convocation of the lieges. Mar. P. 3. 34.

The poissiu of lands decended lauchfullie rede mended, may bee decended to fixt and remoove. And in quhat caue he fould be halden vnderly poissiu, Mar P. 6. 36. 590.

The forme and manner of removing of remenents frae landes and poissiu. Mar P. 6. 19. All waitings and executiones of the Kinges caues against Hel-man, His land men, &c. Borderiers, may be maist at the mercatzices of the head Burgueses of the nixt Schires in the Law-land. L. 6. 22. 11. 353.

The Inland-man, haun landes lyand in the Bordours or Helandes, occupied be Clanned men, quhoom he may not command, obtaining decreet of removing, and determe me to the home, fuld not be answerable for their codings. L. 6. p. 14. 394. 267.

And ran being in the landes, halden of the supernower, and in poissiu thereof zerd and day, may not be removed thereia, be ane vther antutor or private, and base infringment of the fadin landes. Mar. P. 3. p. 7. c. 355.

All men quhae maltafterlie occipe vther men's landes, fuld be removed be himselfe, his guides and geare be the Schirsel. L. 2. p. 13. 14. 599.

Tenements of Kirk landes fuld not be removed for certaine causes. Mar. P. 0. 3. 777.

Rental, or the Kings rental, inclosing of his property in few-ferme, is understand to be the dwyne, in the quhilk, the landes ar retourn, or may be justly retoured for the new exigent. L. 6. p. 19. 215.

The Kings rental of his property, comprehends landes, rentes, culturies, burrow-mails, furnes, marne, mutton, pulne, average, cattage, and vther dewsies. L. 4. p. 5. 160. All poissiu of benefits, fuld give vp ane rental conforme to the first of suppo of the 2 part of their benefit. L. 1. p. 6. 244.

Rentals of the Kings property, set to any man, and his aires, in new fernes, ar hereable, and being fer without mention of aires, as personal to the receiver for his life time all forane. L. 6. p. 1. c. 63. Rental of the thrids of benefits, given vp be the first liffump, and thereafter altered, or diminished. L. 6. p. 12. 121.

The rental of all benefices, hospitales, temples, Kirk lands, tacks, beds, hospieties, and manufac tuers, fuld be predicted before the Kings Com missioners. L. 6. p. 9. 12. 133. And th. Miniflers fuld give vp the rental of the Temporalities of benefits. L. 6. p. 135. 244. And the same fuld be done be all lewens. L. 6. p. 15. 245.

Reperation of Burgellis in justicie aires. L. 3. p. 3. 1. Hereable rewards, and Balles of regalities of Kirk landes annexed to the Crowne, in quhast manner they may replegate any perou in civil or criminal causes. L. 6. p. 11. 230.

Reformation and remanement, being maist be ane procurator, the procurator fuld be tesked and subscri bed be the regrant, or gift he cannot write the note, and being maist be ane regrant, personallie present, the instrument fuld be tasked with the regrantes fadis, and subscribed as said in Mar. P. 6. c. 68. Mar. P. 6. c. 31.

Repletors, visi Remissiounes.

Receptors, or alliters of layers of read fish, or Salmorit fuld be punished as the principal malefactors. L. 3. p. 4. 35. And sik-like of them, quhae hes cruves and zaires. L. 3. p. 6. c. 66.

As also the maintainers and halders of Balles, payen to pound to the King. James the First. Par. 2. 35. Receivers of spurious goods, fuld make restitution thereof. L. 1. p. 6. 213.

Receivers of rebelles against the King, fuld be forefaded. L. 1. p. 2. 37. Receivers, suppliers, mainteneirs, defenders, fav oreirs, willinglie & wintingly of rebelles, fuld be punished to the death, & be confiscation of their move able goods. L. 3. p. 7. c. 97.
And of thieves in their thievish doings, and may be therefore perplexed civilie, or criminalie. Lam. 6.p.1.c.21.

Receipts of vagaboundes denounced rebelles, full satisfie the partie, or otherwise be punished. Lam. 6.p.6.c.74. Lam. 6.p.1.c.57.

Maintainers or receptlers of thieves or rivers, not bringing them to the Law, false arts and part of their doings. Lam. 5.p.1.c.2.

Maintainers and receptlers of thieves or rivers, full be obliged for their doings. Lam. 6.p.1.c.61.

Receipters of them quia commissi sualughter with in knifes or Kirk-sauders, unis their leases: and all their moveable gudes. Lam. 6.p.12.c.118.


Receipters, maintainers, suppliers of rebels, remaining at the horne, or not in maleficia, nor incurris na paine, except the demuniton of homines being fed at the mercat-cros of the head Burrowes of the Schure, quhais the rebell dwellis. Lam. 6.par. 6.c.126.

Receipters of traitors, and other rebels foresaid, ful be put in Ward, or expelled furth of the realm Lam. 6.p.12.c.124.c.144.

Receipters, suppliers or interteiner of Papistes, denounced rebels, unis their gudes gear, and different. Lam. 6.p.14.c.194.

Retourn fulbe contain the auld and the newe avail of the landes. Lam. 6.p.7.c.35.

Retourns fulbe given furth be the Schureffes, and other judges, upon reasonable price, without extortion. Lam. 6.p.12.c.124.

Reserve is vallable to redeem the landes fra ony poilefieur thereof. Reversions may be registred. Lam. 3.p.5.c.27.

Reversiones, and all bandes and obligations made there-antient, and ditches, fulbe seald and subscrib'd. Mar. p.5.c.29.

Landes may be redeemed be reversioines, containing gold and silver, of specialle vallor, price, or currency. quhilk cannot be gotten by payment of gold or silver, final for the time, and of the formally man, vallor, and weight, and finally, contained in the revercion. Mar. p.6.c.37.


Of the Kings properties. Lam. 6.p.10.c.17. Also general revocation, maid be King James the Next. Lam. 6.p.11.c.31.

Revoking of weemen to be punished, and the com- mittee thereof fulbe finde caution to willerly the Law. Lam. 6.p.11.c.118.


Robes fulbe put in register and bukes. Lam. 3.p.1.c.59. Roles of the Landes-Lordes and Baillies, dwellland in the Bodsouer. Hie landes and lice

Lam. 6.p.1.m.1595.

Roffe, and Earledome thereof, annexed to the Crowne. quhilk pertinis to the Kings second fonde, and to name theher. Lam. 3.p.9.c.71. Vide Annexation. There fulbe be ane Schureffe in Roffe. Lam. 4.p.6.c.61.

Restteburgh fulbe not helped with viction, or ony ther suppliers. Lam. 2.p.12.c.52.

Ruiter fulbe not suffered to big. Lam. 1.p.1.c.19.

They and all other Fowles of riefe, fulbe be destroy'd. Vide Fowles of riefe.

Rude and gang ilk man fulbe, with sa monie as he may sustine, la. 1.p.1.c.53. la. 3.p.4.c.27. Vide Counter. Vide Convocation.

S.

Sacramentes at tva, wiz. Baptisme, and the Lords Supper. quhilk fullbe be ministr'd be them allaneticlie, quhais her power, and ar admitted be the Kirk. Lam. 6.par.1.c.5.


Saiing given conforme to the Briete of inquest, and breaking therefor. Lam. 1.p.9.c.177.

Sailings given to all Schureffes, Steuarders, or Bailles. ypon preceptes of the Kingis Chappell, fulbe be brought to the Checker, Lam. 4.p.6.c.83. Lam. 5.p.6.c.97. Lam. 6.par. 6.c.64.

All sailings upon preceptes of the Chancellor, fulbe be given to the Schureffe Clerke, and his depute, and vther sailings, be famous Notars. Lam. 3.p.6.c.77. Mar. p.6.c.34.

Sailings given upon preceptes, that passis not furth of the Chancellorie, fulbe be brought be the Schureffe Clerke, to the Checker, to remaine in registre. Mar. p.6.c.47. Mar. p.5.c.80.

Sailings within Burgh, fullbe be given be of the Foulis of the Burgh, and commune Clerke. Lam. 6.p.6.c.27.

Instrumentes of sailings, subscriv'd be ane Notar is fullbe conserved. Lam. 6.p.9.c.64.

Sailings fulbe be given be Schureffes, and vther judges, upon reasonable price and expenses, without extortion. Lam. 6.par. 6.c.124.


For the quhilk, they may be called to particular dietes. Lam. 3.p.4.c.15.


And Earles, Lords, Earsonnes, full and caution, Lam. 6.p.15.c.64.

They fulbe not be carried furth of the Realme, but for gold ,silver, and wine. Lam. 1.p.1.c.132.

They may not be sold to English men, but for English gold allaneticlie, may be fed in Flanders. Lam. 1.
THE TABLE.

The name of the person and the chapter and verse from which the text is quoted is given in the right column. The left column contains the text of the passage.

[Text of the passage is not transcribed.]
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weapon-schewing, and in-bring the roll of their names to the King. 1.3.p.13.c.89.1.4.p.3.c.31.
He fulfilled not to dilate or extorcion in the time of Farcus, Parliament, and general Councils. 1.3.p.
5.c.31. The Schriebe may be charged, conforme to the bills of Restors. 1.6.p.11.c.73.
His fulf hold help and assist the Crowners, to arrest mich.
He may demean committees of hauncher to the horse, and echete their guides. 1.3.p.14.c.69.
He fulf keep the people, arrested to the justice aire. 1.3.p.14.
c.101. He fulf deliver to the Crowners, so much in as pertaineth to him, of the guides of perennes convicted in the justice aire. 1.3.p.14.c.105.
He may continue the court, by reason of convocation, and gathering of parties, reformeth there to. 1.3.p.14.c.104.
Schriebe fould be in the Iles, South and North. 1.3.
The Schriebe fould have xipennies for ilk pound, for the quhilk he pouyndis, be vertue of ane decreit.
1.4.p.6.c.66. Dimunition of Schriebe guides, and to quhat justice aire or Schriebe court they fall an.
vvere. 1.4.p.6.c.71. 1.4.p.7.c.101. He fould execute the actes maist anlent planting of Wooddes.
1.3.p.4.c.69. He fould examine Notars. 1.3.p.6.c.76.
He fould punnish for tellers. 1.3.p.4.c.102. He,
his Clerk or deputies, fould bring all informations to the Checker. 1.3.p.6.c.79. 1.6.p.11.c.64.
All Schriebe at lande, and Schriebe fould be the court, by reason of convocation, and gathering of parties, reformeth there to. 1.3.p.14.c.104.

Schriebe fould be in the Iles, South and North. 1.3.
The Schriebe fould have xipennies for ilk pound, for the quhilk he pouyndis, be vertue of ane decreit.
1.4.p.6.c.66. Dimunition of Schriebe guides, and to quhat justice aire or Schriebe court they fall an.
vvere. 1.4.p.6.c.71. 1.4.p.7.c.101. He fould execute the actes maist anlent planting of Wooddes.
1.3.p.4.c.69. He fould examine Notars. 1.3.p.6.c.76.
He fould punnish for tellers. 1.3.p.4.c.102. He,
his Clerk or deputies, fould bring all informations to the Checker. 1.3.p.6.c.79. 1.6.p.11.c.64.
All Schriebe at lande, and Schriebe fould be the court, by reason of convocation, and gathering of parties, reformeth there to. 1.3.p.14.c.104.

Schriebe fould be in the Iles, South and North. 1.3.
The Schriebe fould have xipennies for ilk pound, for the quhilk he pouyndis, be vertue of ane decreit.
1.4.p.6.c.66. Dimunition of Schriebe guides, and to quhat justice aire or Schriebe court they fall an.
vvere. 1.4.p.6.c.71. 1.4.p.7.c.101. He fould execute the actes maist anlent planting of Wooddes.
1.3.p.4.c.69. He fould examine Notars. 1.3.p.6.c.76.
He fould punnish for tellers. 1.3.p.4.c.102. He,
his Clerk or deputies, fould bring all informations to the Checker. 1.3.p.6.c.79. 1.6.p.11.c.64.
All Schriebe at lande, and Schriebe fould be the court, by reason of convocation, and gathering of parties, reformeth there to. 1.3.p.14.c.104.

Secret Council. vied King.
Sede vacante, the King may present the benefices. 1.
p.11.c.84. vied Benefices.
Vedakefey may be exhumed and proven be the Parch.
Prisit, and twa witnesses, 1.p.9.c.114.
Sede necesfar in obligations and writs of great
importance. 1.6.p.6.c.80. Anc scale is not necesfar in
writs, ordained to be registarah, with content of
party because the lack of the scale is supplied
be content. 1.6.p.6.c.80. Scale affered to obligations.
banes, and vber writs, not sufficient, without
the subterbution of the partie and vnterre, 1.
p.7.c.117. Reversones, banes, and discharges
of reversones, fould be sealed. Mar. 6.p.6.c.80.
Of procuratoris, and instrumentes of renigration ad
Searcefery apponted at all ports and borthers, aet
the carrying away of money, and for bringing of
false cunxiak. 1.2.p.6.c.29. 1.2.p.8.c.34. Fam. 3.p.
8.c.65. Of P.5.c.65. And the fee of the said earc.
chene. 1.2.p.6.c.65. And for presenten, the
vichall to the mercat, 1.2.p.9.c.39. Of mer.
chanis falling contrair the actes of Parliament.
1.3.p.14.c.106. 1.4.p.2.c.14. Of the bide of
of Salmond. 1.3.p.14.c.110. Of merchandise caris
away be strangres uncustomed 1.3.p.4.c.41.
Necelur hear showing fulf be depurit. 1.4.p.
5.Cap.55.
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Of treason and felony, Michaelmas, which is the beginning of the year, and the Feast of Michael, and the following days. This is the day on which the name of Michael is usually used in religious services. The name Michael is derived from the Hebrew word "Mikhael," meaning "Who is like unto God?"

Land, for the contribution granted to them. Mar. p. 262. All statutes and ordinances, may be the Lords of Sefton, for the duration of justice, are ratified and approved in Parliament. 16. p. 8. c. 130. The Lords of Sefton, may not be judges in causes of their fathers, or onmen, or brothers. 16. p. 14. c. 212.

Settletures fop full, be kept. 16. p. 13, 11. 16. p. 2. c. 15. Be them quoba ar infect with crues. 16. p. 7. c. 111. That is, that man take of tray Salmond fith, from Ewing-tang on Settlday, until the rising of the Sunne on Munday.

Signatures of the King's patrimonies, and the manner of the subscription thereof, in the time of King James the Fourth. 16. p. 2. c. 12. The writers, full, write his name, on the back of the signature. 16. p. 10. c. 13. Signatures subtitled and composed before the decease of King James the Fifth, as ordained to palle the feale, after his decease. Mar. p. 1. c. 1. Signatures, and other writings, full, be prefixed to be the ordinary officiates. 16. p. 10. c. 22. Signatures, the dair thereof, full be filled up to be the Ordinary officiates, or their Clerkes, registrator, and marked upon the backe. 16. p. 9. c. 6.

Seafins ordained to sit in King James the Firsts tim, their power and expence. 16. p. 3. c. 6. 16. p. 2. c. 14. c. 64. Their power and jurisdiction in the time of King James the Second. 16. p. 14. c. 62. Ane residenn Court ordained, havan power of the Seffion. 16. p. 4. c. 68. Intitution of the Seffion, and college of judges. 16. p. 3. c. 25. Smog Raifasition thereof. 16. p. 3. c. 93. Mar. p. 2. c. 15. 6. 5. p. 15. 16. p. 13. c. 176. 6. p. 3. c. 183. 16. p. 14. c. 211. Lords of Sefton ar judges to the law of Obligion. 16. p. 11. c. 44. They full be innumera, in pretension of ilk decretes and interloquorat. 16. p. 11. c. 44. All Schyeffs full present zeitle, at the first day sitting of the Seffion, to the Lords thereof, upon the first day of November, the names of their deputys & Clerkes. 16. p. 11. c. 46. To be examined and admitted by the Lords of the Sefton, and Council, full examine and admit all Schyeffs, Stewardes, Bailies, and clerks, to burch and land, their Clerkes and Notaries. 16. p. 5. c. 75. They ar judges to reduction of all inumimenes, quhilkis ar granted or confirmed in Parliament. 16. p. 14. c. 182. They full not admit privy writings, charge, or command. 16. p. 6. c. 52. Of their admission, age, and qualitie. 16. p. 6. c. 93. 16. p. 12. c. 112. They full delegate and commit all decision of moùlations of property, and compound to, in inferiour judge. 16. p. 11. c. 42.


The Lords of the Seffion may poyn the Kirk.
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defender, or the defender flays and the perceiver, either of them being denounced rebelles therefore, tills his life rent. Ia. 6 p. 8 c. 35 Ia. 6 p. 14 c. 219.

Declared traitours may be demunishing blaine. Mar. p. 4 c. 8. Commission for slaucher full be granted, because the fain reason to the justice, and his deputes. Ia. 6 p. 11 c. 75. Slaucher, ordained to be punnished, before the ganging downe of the Sunne, but may not be punished on ane Halie day.

La. 1 p. 6 c. 395.

Smites shoon and ane horse in the quick, fall paye the horse coate, quhill he be haill, and in the meane time, fall finde ane anther horse to the awner. Ia. 3 p. 10 c. 78.

Sowers fuld be arrested, sae: 2. the King and partic. Ia. 1 p. 1 c. 7. Inquisition fuld be maid in all courts, be all Judges, be way putting of Sowers. Ia. 2 p. 6 c. 22. Suld be punnished as thieves and rivers. Ia. 2 p. 11 c. 45. Ia. 3 p. 10 c. 77. vade Beggers. The makers of Clanes, thieves, never, and Sorners, fuld finde caution and pledges, and in quillant manner. Lam. 6 p. 11 c. 93. In Sorners and thieves, dwellend in the In-land, fall return to the lands quhill they were borne. Ia. 6 p. 11 c. 55. They, and all vagabondes, frizzled fishes, and Egyptians, fuld be put in ward. Ia. 6 p. 12 c. 124. Ia. 6 p. 12 c. 147. Sundry ordnances maie maintain theft, theft, oppression, and forning. Ia. 6 p. 14 c. 227.

Sowerste, vade Law-borrowes.

Speares fuld conteine sec ele of length. Ia. 3 p. 6 c. 44. Ia. 3 p. 11 c. 80.

Spawized and refu guiden, fuld be refored, and maner of restitution, Ia. 2 p. 5 c. 10 c. 11. Ia. 2 p. 6 c. 22. The aweile and quantitative thereof, fuld be referred to the aut of the awner. Twa kinds of spulzie, the one of moveable guiden, the vther of lands and heritages, quhilk now is called solemn, Ia. 2 p. 14 c. 62. Recent spulzie, may be perfeif upon xv. dates, the farmmondes be raised within fifteen dates, after the committing thereof. Ia. 4 p. 6 c. 65. Ia. 4 p. 1 c. 14. Na action of spulzie, ejection, or other civil or criminal, is granted to the Kingis rebelles. Ia. 6 p. 14 c. 227.

Stakes, vade Vichtaul.

Stallers that playis deare, thatis, Harf, Hinde, Dae, Rae, and their maintainers, false inquired be the justice Clerke, and the thaker be convic, pays to the King fourtie hillings, and his maintainers pays ten pound. Ia. 1 p. 2 c. 36.

Stanes fuld be maid be ilk Lord and Laird. Ia. 1 p. 6 c. 74. They fuld not be deforyed. Ia. 6 p. 1 c. 84.

Stane fuld wey xv. Trois pounds. And that flane to be devided in fesecene kall Scottes poundes. Ia. 1 p. 4 c. 69 Ia. 1 p. 15 c. 57.

Strangers being in vichtaul; vade Vichtaul. Strangers merchandes, fall war all their silver receivd for their merchandise, upon peenies worthes of this land, or elle pay oultome to the King. Ia. 1 p. 1 c. 16. Strangers being in vichtaul, and their merchandise, fuld be wel treated. Ia. 3 p. 10 c. 72. Strangers merchandes, fuld ludgein the principal town, and there ente their guiden, and pay the Kings customs. Lam. 4 p. 4 c. 41. They fuld cum to the Kings free burgis, and there pay their customes. Ia. 4 p. 1 c. 3.

Stream at mid-frecene of the water, fuld be free, but the space of fuite futis. Ia. 4 p. 2 c. 13.

Streams &c. flees places, fuld be plenfit with meares and fallinnes. Ia. 5 p. 1 c. 18.

Streeters and blaspheamers of Gods name, vade Aith.

Subscription of obligationes, bandes, and other wriis, is necessarie. Ia. 5 p. 7 c. 17. Of revelation and writing, and subscription, Ia. 5 p. 9 c. 29. Of Procuracy, and instrumentes of reformation and perpetuum remanentiam. Ia. 5 p. 6 c. 38. Ia. 8 p. 9 c. 81. Obligationes, and other wriis, fuld be subscribed be the pars, or twa Notes, before foure witnisses. Ia. 6 p. 8 c. 6 c. 6 p. 9 c. 6. Qulhik is not necessarie in instrumentes of falsing. Ia. 6 p. 9 c. 64. Of charges, super inquemindis, and other charges. Ia. 6 p. 10 c. 121.

Of letters and signetis, preferred to the King, quhilk fuld be preferred be the ordinare officieres. Ia. 6 p. 11 c. 50. Of benefices under Prelates, quhilk be becroed be the King and Secretar. Ia. 6 p. 11 c. 26. Licences for transporth of forbidden gude, and excentiones fra raides and affilee, fuld be subscribed be the Thefhtar, and registrill in his buike. Ia. 6 p. 12 c. 62. Subscription of the Compilier is necessarie in all infeftments of fewe ferm, and confirmations of the Kingis propriety. Ia. 6 p. 12 c. 127. The executor of letteris, fuld subministe the copies, and executiones of the Letters, delivered be him, to any partic. Ia. 6 p. 12 c. 139.

Summondes, and execution thereof, contains ten testes conforme to the Law of Regiam Maiestatem. And may be pieun in witnissie, contented in the execution. Ia. 1 p. 9 c. 112. Execution of Summondes, vade Indorisation. Ane person summoned, and not comperand, but being comatum, is fals affineth the partie, and pay ane vlaw to the King. Ia. 2 p. 6 c. 30. Summondes fuld be execute vpon xx. dates, and fuld be sealed. Ia. 1 p. 14 c. 63. And vpon the space of xxx. dates. Ia. 3 p. 14 c. 63. Summondes of eror, against ane judge, or perifones of inquell, fuld contente certification against the partie defendar. Ia. 4 p. 5 c. 35. Summondes of out rour, fuld be perfeiff within three zeires. Ia. p. 5 c. 57. Summondes of recent spulzie, being raised within xx. dates, after the committing thereof, may be perfeif vpon xx. dates. Ia. 4 p. 6 c. 65. Summondes vpon actes of adjournil, fuld have the privilege of recent spulzie. Ia. 7 p. 3 c. 7. Summondes at the inflannce of the justice, against fugitives for crimes, may be execute at their dwelling place, and Patroch Kirk. Ia. 5 p. 4 c. 32. Summondes and execution thereon of in civil cautes. Ia. 6 p. 1 c. 71. Summondes of perifones paffand forth of the realm. Ia. 7 p. 5 c. 72. Summondes in criminal cautes, Mar. 1 p. 6 c. 33. All warnings and executiones of the Kings cautes, against ill men, His land men, and Bordourers, may be maid at mercat cloth of head burgis of the next Schires, in the Lawland. Ia. 6 p. 11 c. 65. The raifers of letters of Law-borrowes, and in criminal cautes, concerning life and goods, fall haue caution to the justice Clerke, that the same falsie execute after aichte hours and
T.  

Taxation being granted in Parliament to any certain use, may not be disposed of or discharged by the King, la. 4 p. 2 c. 9. Taxation how it shall be divided among the subjects. And the manner of the vp-lifting thereof: la. 4 p. 7 c. 756.  
Taxation may not be rated, without consent of the Burrowes. la. 4 p. 6 c. 85. Mar. p. 4 c. 82.  
Kirk men may not be put to the home, for non-payment of the taxation. Mar. p. c. 55. Kirk men pofficients of Temporal landes, annexed to the Crown, shall be relieved of their taxation, la. 6 p. 11 c. 129. la. 6 p. 14 c. 228. Taxation of Burrowes shall not be altered. la. 6 p. 11 c. 111.  
Na taxation nor imposition, full be taken to be the Appenend of Miniflers. la. 6 p. 15 c. 162.  
Quhil persons full be subjected to taxation, within Burrowes. la 6 p. 14 c. 225. Taxation being taile, the Burrowes pays the part. la 6 p. 11 c. 121.  
Taxation of Benefits: vide Bagimont. Kirk men full have their relief of taxation, impute unto them against fewes, vattelles, pensionets, and takens men. la. 6 p. 14 c. 169.  
Tercit, or tirdit of the Kings lands and custome, pertineth to the Queene, as terce and dowrie. la. 1 p. 1 c. 2. Quha is halden as lauchful wife, inducing her husbandis life-time, full have ane terce be his decaes. la. 4 p. 6 c. 779.  
Tenements may be set be Kirk-men. la. 11 p. 1 c. 1. They shall not be wraungeult taken fra the Kirk. la. 1 p. 3 c. 7. Teniandis ar the proper patrimonie of the Kirk. la. 6 p. 1 c. 10. Teniands full not be taken of gleece, pertinencing to Miniflers. la. 5 p. 5 c. 62.  
Tenière may not be se for Kirk men, vnder Prelates, langer not three zeires, without consent of the Patron. la. 6 p. 14 c. 260.  
The forme and manner of teniendo cornes. la. 5 p. 6 c. 73. la. 6 p. 11 c. 48. Teniers may not be erected in any Temporal lordship, la. 6 p. 1 c. 119.  
Teniers of forestalled landes pertineth to the King, and his donator. la. 6 p. 9 c. 2.  
Teniands annexed to the Crown, are not comprehended under the annexation, except the famin be dispoinned with the fukk, la. 6 p. 11 c. 269.  
Theure be full judged, as boone as aone court may be set, la. 1 p. 3 c. 14.  
Slaves of Dae, Rae, and Deecro, in time of storme or shaw, fylayers, shotturers, hunters of Dae, Rae, in ther mennis clos or parks, and ther aflifters: Taking of Cuningines, dooves, or fith, pertinering to wher, they and ther aflifters, may be accused of theft, la. 5 p. 1 c. 561.  
The maitier, or maintainer of ane thief, full deliver him to the partie, or to the judge, la. 5 p. 1 c. 2.  
Quha periswes, and other of thir innocent payis to him ten pounctes, la. 5 p. 1 c. 2.  
Receivers, forterits, maintaineirs, and givers of meare, harberie, or assistance to thieves, may be per- feved, civilly or criminally la. 5 p. 1 c. 2.  
Theiues taken be leill men, full be presented to the justice, la. 5 p. 1 c. 2.  
They full be followed with ane cry, ibid.  
Hochets of Oceze, horse, or ther gudes, in time of E 3 labo-
labouring, and their recepters, cutters, destroyers of
plows, or plough-plant, in time of rolling of the
ground, pros, and cornes, breakers of mines, full
be punished as thieves. Lam.6.p.91,6,82. Lam.6.p.
7,110,1132.

They quha fills the gude of thieves, and other
mendicants, quha dare not tum to mercerets,
full be punished be banishment, and ech prent of
their gudes. Lam.6.p.115,116

Any of the Clanne may be slaine, taken, and ap-
prehended, for theft or riefe, committed be any
other of the name Clanne. Lam.6.p.7,12,1332. Lam.
6.p.15,16.

Stolen gudes, may be reputed fra the thief, Capt.
tain, suipremes, and principalles of the Clanne,
within quhilk bounds the gudes ar receipt. Lam.6.
P.115,116

Ancent, theft, riefe, forming, and oppression, divers

Thefauar full take vp the ech prent of all rebelles, and
cause direct letters to the effect, to all Schirrefis,
or officers of arms. Lam.6.p.6,7,79.

The Thefauar, and compositors in the Tullie
aire, may not compose or fine with makers of
Mure-turne, destroyers of greene woodde, leeff
nor the vn-law or painses contained in the aitres of

The Converfaur, full fend hame arteile, to the
Thefauar, the names of all men who handles talland
A1,14.

The Thefauar full take compot of the Conver-
faur. Lam.6.p.5,5,6,55, cun sey.

The Thefauar full make compot of the ech prent of
carriers away of alound, la.5.p.7,1232.

The Thefauar fall inquill in the Cheker zeirle,
the Schirrefis, anent the cause, quhilk full bee
be found be Watadars, and life-renters, to the mi-
nors and aitres. La.5,6.p.6,7,14.

The Thefauar full receive and vp-take, all
Monks aitres La.6,P.3,5,137.

The Thefauar full make ane rentall of the
Monks aitres, full finites, and fifth monie of
merces, and full make up pert thereof. And all
signatures, gudes, and provisones thareof, full pass
his regler. la.6,p.12,12,1326.

He fuld acce all perzones dilated, or supfet of
regaring, or forfetting, Lam.6.p.12,14,748.

The Thefauar full cause inquill, search, and seke,
the eaters of figh on Wednesdaie, Fryday, Saturday,
or in time of Lenton. Lam.6.p.9,6,5.

He fuld cause put to execution, the Actes main-

All excuses and licences fra raides, alliances, or
for transporting of forgotten gudes, fuld be sub-
scribed and composed be the Thefauar. Lam.6.p.
12,12,126.

The Thefauar, Chanellar, or Secretarie, being al-
waies ane, & others officers full subscrib all
charges and letters super iniquitend. Lam.6.p.11,5,10.

He and other officieris, fuld pay all signatures
and letters subscrib be the King, quhilkis con-
cernis his office, and ar not pretented be him. Lam.
p.10,12,1252.

Quhilkis writs full be dairied be him, Lam.6.p.12,
c.123.

He fuld receive twentie poundis for ilk licenset,
granted to particular perzones, for exing of figh,
And ane hundred pound for schirrefis and Cokers,
for说是 or preparing of figh, in forbidden time.
Lam.6.p.11,5,558.

The casualties fuld not be given away in grace,
with a of ane halli cumber. The continuation of
the halli fees of ane Prebacie, or of ane special
climes, h.6.p.11,5,69.

To the Thefauar, "the Schirrefis Clerk", full gue
zeilily, ane pertinent cumber, of the halli honnings,
registrat in his buke. Lam.6.p.6,5,75.

Vinder pains of ech prent of his movables, and ane
hundred pound to be payed be the Schirrefi, lam.
p.11,5,71.

The Thefauar, his deputis and others adumited to
that cumb, full make compot to the Auditors of
Checker, for in-gathering of the buile, lam.6.p.
14, cap.222.

In the Thefauars compot, his allowance to be
paid, perpontus compartments, and except acquittance be
produced presently. Lam.6.p.11,5,77.

The Thefauar compot fuld not be heard, before
particular compot. La.6,p.11,5,78.

The Justice and his deputis, fuld deliter to the
Thefauar, and inventors of all laws, and parties of
Infinite aitres, quhail of be full make compot in
the Checker. Lam.6.p.1,5,6.

All remissions and refuges, fuld be subscribed be
the Thefauar, and registrat in his regler. Lam.6.
p.13,169.

The justice Clerke, fuld deliter to the Thefauar,
ane Catalogue of all perzones, denunced to the
Court, for criminal causes. And of all affios in-
lawed, for not complant, quhilkis vnaives, fuld
be taken vp, without composition. Lam.6.p.12,126.

The Lords of Session, full graunt na fulfijion,
on liquidat vnaives, or pains charged for, be the
Thefauar, but upon caution, in the in parts of
the thefauar, Lam.6,p.12,126.

He may cause, taik and apprehend caries of wooll,
not, and thepe in England. Lam.6, p.12,149.

The Thefauar full dispone all ech prentis, to one
repon man, in landes and gudes, quha full be
debor to the partie, at quhais influence the
horning is led, or may take sufficient caution for
his relief, other wise the gift is null. Lam.6.p.12.
c.175.

The Thefauar fuld subscribe the signatories of in-
seminments, for articles raised in the Parliament
the zeir of God, ane thousand, five hundred, nine
infect a zeros, whareas the ratifications, are
subscribed at null. La.6,p.17,130.

The Thefauar fuld not exceed the summe of
twentie thousand pounds in one zeir, in his dis-
charge. Lam.6,p.11,5,75.

Ratifications past in Parliament, fuld be presen-
ted be him, or his deputis. Lam.6,p.11,5,75.

The Thefauar may intronomet with all ech prentis of
To take any Prelate's place, after their decease. Iam. 6.p.7.c.125.

To quarrel or trouble the players of declared traitours. M.p.4.c.18.

All thiefs, quila takis fall men, or upon banedes given to them, for their receaving, dally them, or their cautioners, commits treason. Iam.6.par.1.c.21.

Bribery of folks in their house, or com, raisers of fire within the commutts treason. Iam.5.par.1.c.33.

He quila accusa any other of treason, quila is acquit thereof, commits treason. Iam.6.par.11.c.49.

Lande men consid of commown theft, receipt of theft, theft, receipt, commits treason. Iam.6.p.1.c.50.

Mutther or fleshater of any man, under trell abun-

rants, sedate power of the player, is treason. Iam.6.p.1.c.51.

Sayers of Melisses, fietuses, Seminaries, Priests, trafficking Papistes, and their receptors, commits treason. Iam.6.par.12.c.120. Iam.6.p.1.c.168.

Letters and libelous of treason, full to be execyte be Henauldes, Piveneres, and Maien, Iam.6.par.12.c.125.

It is treason to let in full light in Cole-leches. Iam.6.par.12.c.146.

To strike, hate, or flat any person in Parliament, in the Kings Chalmer, Cabbage, Chalmer of peace, the Kings presse, in the inner Tolbush, the time of the setting of the Seilion, in the council house, in the time of Council, or in any place in presence of the King. Iam.6.p.13.c.173.

It is treason to all men, Spiritual and Temporall, to decline the Kings judgement or jurisdiction. Iam.6.p.8.c.129.

It is treason to impeigne the authority of the three elates, or to alter the famil Iam.6.p.8.c.130.

Treason committed by the precedellour, may cause his arie to be forstalled. Iam.6.p.6.c.69.

Thriedes of benefices in the Moneth of December, the zeir of God. One thousand, five hundredth, sixtie ane zeir, or granted to the Minsters of Gods word. Iam.6.p.1.c.121.

And they being first answerd of their furnenderes, shald and super-plue fulle be employed to the Kings usfe. Iam.6.par.1.c.121.

Nathrid fulle be paid of the benefices of cure, & lack patronages, provided to Minsters. Iam.6.p.1.c.18.

All disposities of thriedes of benefices, and all gifts of super-plue, and omitted of the third of benefices, are revoked. Iam.6.p.1.c.11.

Orin diminution of the third affirmpations. Iam.6.p.15.c.240.c.241.

Tonture of law full be the nears ear, and kinman of the father sise, to the pupill, and synne, zeir of age. Iam.6.p.7.c.54. To the King and Ligees, James Earle of Murray maide Regent and Tontore. Iam.6.par.1.c.1. And ilklike, John, Earle of Mar, is maide Regent. Iam.6.par.2.c.14. James earle of Morton is maide Regent, Iam.6.par.3.c.44.
The table>

| The rewards and Governor of the Realme, indu-
| ting the time of his Governor, may not giue any
| landes fra the Crowne, nor anathema any landes pettel-
| ting thereto, be reafon of baflaratic, la. i, p. 11,
|
| gue bounds, shooting with Culveringes, or other in-
| strumyates at wilde foules & beattes, fuld be pu-
| nifhed, la. 6, p. 1, c. 16, lam. 6, p. 6, c. 74.
| Quha fuld be ceetrod or called vagaboundes. la.
| 6, p. 6, c. 74.
| They fuld finde pleages to vnderly the Law, lam. 6, p.
| 1, c. 68.
| They fuld be in warde be the Schirfes, and
| vther judges, la. 6, p. 11, c. 104, c. 147, lam.
| 6, p. 1, c. 68.
| Weapons, shooting foure times in the zee, la. 1, p.
| 3, c. 44.
| la. 2, p. 14, c. 69.
| Armour prepared to ilk of the laits, la. 1, p. 3, c. 60, lam. 3, p. 1, c. 89.
| The maner and forme of weapon-shawing, and the
| pains of contraueners, la. 4, p. 5, c. 31.
| Traile in the zee, and thrayce for the first zee, lam.
| 5, p. 6, c. 55.
| The names of them quha committs to weapon-
| shawing, fuld be put in rowll, with the maner of
| their armour. la. 5, p. 6, c. 89.
| Captains fuld be choon for instruction of all the
| lieges, to use their armies, la. 5, p. 6, c. 91.
| The ting of premotion to weapon-shawing la
| 5, p. 6, c. 90.
| All inhabitants of Kirk landes, annexed to the eoun
| fuld vnder commandement of the heretable fry-
| ardes and Bailikes of realties, halden of before
| of the Kirk, la. 6, p. 11, c. 29.
| Warrantes, Kirk men, quha landes ar annexed to
| the Crowne, full be obblified to warand any
| disposition of the fadis Temporal landes, but fra
| their ain deed allanlich, la. 6, p. 11, c. 29, c. 110.
| It is hafsum to all men to call their warand of any
| richt maid to them, lam. p. 6, c. 42.
| Warde, The Wardenar may not destroy or warf the
| landes fallen in his handes, be reason of Warde,
| and full falcine the are, not hauing futlentation.
| la. 4, p. 3, c. 35, la. 3, p. 4, c. 14.
| The genenates of landes in warde, fuld not be re-
| mooved therfra, quhill Whit flunday: side Re-
| mooone, Warde, Mariage, and Reliefe of them,
| quha dies in the Kingis hooil or Armie: side Hoil.
| Warrantes of Craftsmen, side Craftsmen, side
| Deacones.
| Wardenar fuld keip the treows on the Bordoures,
| and full afmends for his deputes, la. 2, p. 6, c. 16, la.
| 1, p. 3, c. 11. His office fuld not be heretabale.
| Heisnot judge to treason, nor to Distay lam. 1, p.
| 11, c. 42. The warrante may not giue licence to
| transport Kye, Oxen, Schepes, or other Cattle furtu
| of the Realme, la. 3, p. 4, c. 24. He may continue his
| cour, for three dates, lam. 3, p. 11, c. 87.
| He full punith malefactures in his court, lam.
| 4, p. 2, c. 11. He full echit all virtual, welly, rich,
| and echip carried in England, the halfe to him-
| selfe, the other halfe to the King, la. 6, p. 13, c. 55
| lam. 6, p. 12, c. 140.
| The Wardenar fuld put in roll, the names of Eng-
| lish men dwelland in Scottish bordoures, lam. 1, c. 105.
| Warden of the Cuinzie, fuld examine the finelie
| of gold and silver, la. 3, c. 93, la. 4, p. 1.
| He full præsent in any built, the alay of cuinzie,
| to the Audiotures of the Checkers, that the finelie
| thereof, may be examined. lam. 2, p. 11, c. 39.
| The Wardenar fulfim the cuinziour with bulbilicon, and
| pay the merchades therefore. He fuld keip the stones, he fuld præsent the alay of
| silver and gold, and make compt in the Checker,
| of all annues of gold and silver cumziour. lam. 4, p.
| Water mettes ordained to be vfed, la. 1, p. 4.
| The measure and quantitez thereof, la. 1, p. 3, c.
| Water mettes ordered, quaht with all men fuld bye and
| fell, lam. 1, p. 5, c. 57, lam. 1, p. 4, c. 3, lam. 4, p.
| 6, c. 80. Quhilk fuld be universal throth the
| baill realme, la. 3, p. 7, c. 109, c. 114.
| Weights of Wax and spicke, fuld conteine feste
| ounce to the pound, lam. 4, p. c.
| Ween fuld not cum to the Kirk mufelled. lam. 2, p.
| 14, c.
| Weer: side Hoil.
| Virtual: byers and keipers thereof to ane deth, puni-
| shed as corcker. lam. 4, p. 6.
| Virtual fuld not be keiped, but brochit to the mer-
| cat, and all the lieges at all times may bye and sell
| the famin. Auld Backes fuld not be keipit after
| Zoile. lam. 2, p. 6, c. 24.
| All manner of men, ar free to bring and sell virtual,
| all the daies of the olk, alwase as on the merce-
| day, la. 4, p. 4, c. 4, la. 4, p. 6, c. 92.
| Corne fulld be threfchen out, before the first day
| of Mai, lam. 2, p. 9, c. 37.
| Virtual fuld not be garnelled after Michael-meas. lam. 2, p. 3.
| Na maire fuld be haide or any man, nor may ful-
| dine him. lam. 2, p. 9, c. 39.
| In bringers of virtual, fuld be instilled, la. 2, p.
| 10, c. 40, lam. 2, p. 10, c. 72, lam. 3, p. 14, c.
| Price of virtuals: fuld be maid be the Barronnes
| and officiates within burgh. la. 4, p. 5, c. 56. side
| Price. Virtual fuld not be saved to England. lam.
| 4, p. 4.
| Neither be land, nor may be fea, lam. 3, p. 11, c.
| Violent pouffellour, is quha being decreed to fitt
| and remove fra the landes, resulf and disloibye.
| Mar. p. c.
| Visitors of Craftesmen, side Craftesmen, side
| Deacones.
| Wardenar fuld keip the treows on the Bordoures,
| and full afmends for his deputes, lam. 2, p. 4, c. 16, la.
| 1, p. 3, c. 11. His office fuld not be heretabale.
| Heisnot judge to treason, nor to Distay lam. 1, p.
| 11, c. 42. The warrante may not giue licence to
| transport Kye, Oxen, Schepes, or other Cattle furtu
| of the Realme, la. 3, p. 4, c. 24. He may continue his
| cour, for three dates, lam. 3, p. 11, c. 87.
| He full punith malefactures in his court, lam.
| 4, p. 2, c. 11. He full echit all virtual, welly, rich,
| and echip carried in England, the halfe to him-
| selfe, the other halfe to the King, la. 6, p. 13, c. 55
| lam. 6, p. 12, c. 140.
the saids actes, to execution fulle be punished. Iam. 6, p. 7, c. 123. Na man fuld by day Daes, Raes, Decte, in tyme of hocome or Rw, nor Kidds, quhilt he be ane zir wold, nor hunt nor schutt at them in clothes, parikes, or take cunninges or doves, or fillis out of theire census Cunningaues, downtattes or flanks, I. 3, p. 7, c. 60.


FINIS.
Faultes escaped in the Prenting. Fol signifieth the leafl. A. The first side or Page of the leafl. B. the second side. L. the line in the guthil. the fault is. R. ade.
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